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ABSTRACT

EXPLOITING INFORMATION EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES FOR
AUTOMATIC SEMANTIC ANNOTATION AND RETRIEVAL OF NEWS

VIDEOS IN TURKISH

Küçük, Dilek

Ph.D., Department of Computer Engineering

Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Adnan Yazıcı

February 2011, 110 pages

Information extraction (IE) is known to be an effective technique for automatic

semantic indexing of news texts. In this study, we propose a text-based fully

automated system for the semantic annotation and retrieval of news videos in

Turkish which exploits several IE techniques on the video texts. The IE tech-

niques employed by the system include named entity recognition, automatic

hyperlinking, person entity extraction with coreference resolution, and event

extraction. The system utilizes the outputs of the components implementing

these IE techniques as the semantic annotations for the underlying news video

archives. Apart from the IE components, the proposed system comprises a

news video database in addition to components for news story segmentation,

sliding text recognition, and semantic video retrieval. We also propose a semi-

automatic counterpart of system where the only manual intervention takes place

during text extraction. Both systems are executed on genuine video data sets

consisting of videos broadcasted by Turkish Radio and Television Corporation.

The current study is significant as it proposes the first fully automated system
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to facilitate semantic annotation and retrieval of news videos in Turkish, yet

the proposed system and its semi-automated counterpart are quite generic and

hence they could be customized to build similar systems for video archives in

other languages as well. Moreover, IE research on Turkish texts is known to

be rare and within the course of this study, we have proposed and implemented

novel techniques for several IE tasks on Turkish texts. As an application exam-

ple, we have demonstrated the utilization of the implemented IE components to

facilitate multilingual video retrieval.

Keywords: information extraction in Turkish, semantic video annotation, se-

mantic video indexing, video retrieval
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ÖZ

TÜRKÇE HABER VİDEOLARININ OTOMATİK ANLAMSAL
ETİKETLENMELERİ VE ERİŞİMLERİ İÇİN BİLGİ ÇIKARIM

TEKNİKLERİNİN KULLANIMI

Küçük, Dilek

Doktora, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. Adnan Yazıcı

Şubat 2011, 110 sayfa

Bilgi çıkarımının (BÇ) haber metinlerinin otomatik anlamsal indekslenmesinde

etkili bir teknik olduğu bilinmektedir. Bu çalışmada, Türkçe haber videoları-

nın anlamsal etiketlenmeleri ve erişimleri için video metinlerinde çeşitli BÇ

tekniklerini kullanan metin tabanlı tam otomatik bir sistem önermekteyiz. Sis-

tem tarafından kullanılan BÇ teknikleri isimli nesne çıkarımı, otomatik üstmetin

bağlantısı oluşturma, kişi nesnesi çıkarımı ile eşgönderge çözümleme ve olay

çıkarımını kapsamaktadır. Sistem, bu BÇ tekniklerini gerçekleştiren bileşenlerin

çıktılarını alttaki video arşivlerinin anlamsal etiketleri olarak kullanır. Önerilen

sistem, BÇ bileşenleri dışında, bir haber videosu veritabanına ek olarak haber

hikayesi bölütleme, kayan yazı tanıma, ve anlamsal video erişimi bileşenlerini de

içermektedir. Biz ayrıca sistemin, elle tek müdahalenin metin çıkarımı sırasında

gerçekleştiği yarı otomatik bir eşini de önermekteyiz. Her iki sistem de Türkiye

Radyo ve Televizyon Kurumu tarafından yayınlanmış videolardan oluşan gerçek

video veri kümeleri üzerinde çalıştırılmıştır. Bu çalışma, Türkçe haber video-

larının anlamsal etiketlenmeleri ve erişimlerini kolaylaştıran ilk tam otomatik sis-
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temi önermesi açısından önemlidir, bununla birlikte önerilen sistem ve onun yarı

otomatik eşi oldukça geneldirler ve bu nedenle diğer dillerdeki video arşivleri için

de benzer sistemler oluşturmak için uyarlanabilirler. Dahası, Türkçe metinlerde

BÇ araştırmalarının seyrek olduğu bilinmektedir ve bu çalışma kapsamında

biz Türkçe metinler üzerinde çeşitli BÇ işleri için yeni teknikler önerdik ve

gerçekleştirdik. Bir uygulama örneği olarak, biz gerçekleştirilen BÇ bileşenlerinin

çok dilli video erişimini kolaylaştırmada kullanımını gösterdik.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Türkçe’de bilgi çıkarımı, anlamsal video etiketleme, anlam-

sal video indeksleme, video erişimi
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

News video archives keep increasing in size everyday as all other types of multi-

media [107]. But this increase comes with its yet to be solved problem: How to

annotate these news videos to facilitate later retrieval? The users of these video

archives are known to be mostly interested in high level semantic concepts in

the videos such as the objects and events that are central to the topics of these

videos. Manual semantic annotation is not a feasible option since it is a very

time-consuming and labor-intensive process to be employed in practical settings.

On the other hand, automatic approaches usually facilitate low level feature ex-

traction instead of extracting high level semantic information and they employ

the resulting low level information as annotations. This lack of coincidence be-

tween the needs of the users and the automatically extracted annotations is

commonly referred to as the semantic gap [96] and there are several studies that

aim to bridge this gap, utilizing various modalities of the videos.

Audio-visual (AV) components of the videos are extensively utilized to arrive

at accurate and robust methods for semantic video annotation and retrieval, as

surveyed in [97, 110]. Moreover, several plausible studies addressed the need

for a standardized set of semantic concepts to be automatically tagged [84, 98],

where these concepts are mostly visually or acoustically detectable. However, it

is widely acknowledged that an important proportion of semantic concepts in the

videos cannot be detected through the AV analysis of the videos alone and that
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text cues are proved to be useful, when employed along with the AV features

of the videos, in improving semantic video indexing [23, 28, 35, 110]. Hence, a

fruitful approach to the problem of automatic semantic video annotation is the

employment of video texts such as closed captions, speech transcriptions, sliding

texts, and Webcast texts –semi structured natural language texts provided by

some sports news sites highlighting important events in sports videos– as an

information source for the applicable video domains including news videos and

possibly excluding some surveillance videos as pointed out in [30, 47, 65, 78, 90,

97, 110]. For the applicable domains, video texts can usually be obtained through

techniques such as automatic speech recognition (ASR), video optical character

recognition (VOCR), or sliding text recognition, if not already available as the

associated texts. Information extraction from textual data has been extensively

studied especially during the last three decades as surveyed in [25, 42, 52, 105] for

languages including English, Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, and German. Hence,

existing information extraction techniques can readily be applied to video texts

to extract semantic information regarding the corresponding videos.

In this study, we propose a text-based fully automated system for semantic an-

notation1 and retrieval of news videos in Turkish. The ultimate system exploits

several information extraction techniques on the automatically extracted video

texts, including named entity recognition, automatic hyperlinking, person entity

extraction with coreference resolution, and semantic event extraction. The out-

puts of the corresponding components are employed as the semantic annotations

for the underlying video archives. The system also encompasses several other

components to make it a complete automatic semantic annotation and retrieval

system: a news story segmenter, a sliding text recognizer for text extraction, a

video retrieval interface, and lastly a news video database. The proposed system

is fully automated as all of its components including the text extractor operate

in fully automated mode. We also propose a semi-automatic counterpart of this

system where the sole manual intervention takes place during text extraction

which is best applicable to news video archives from which video texts cannot

1 Throughout the thesis, the words annotation and indexing are used interchangeably, hence
semantic annotation and video annotation are used interchangeably with semantic indexing and video
indexing, respectively.
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be automatically extracted and to those archives for which associated texts are

already available. Both of the proposed systems are generic and hence they

can be employed for news videos in any language by equipping them with the

required components. We build both systems for news videos in Turkish with

novel information extraction components for Turkish in addition to generic com-

ponents applicable to videos in other languages as well, such as the news story

segmenter and the video retrieval interface.

The first one of the information extraction components, the named entity rec-

ognizer, is a hybrid system for Turkish which is based on a manually engineered

system for news texts. The recognizer also has the ability to enhance its in-

formation sources through learning from annotated corpora which makes it an

extensible hybrid system. After the execution of the named entity recognizer,

a subsequent date normalization procedure is carried out to transform possible

deictic date expressions output by the recognizer into normalized date expres-

sions. It is known that automatic text extraction techniques from videos such

as ASR or sliding text recognition usually result in noisy output. In order to

alleviate the effects of the noise in such video texts, the proposed system has

an automatic hyperlinking capability through which Web news describing the

same event(s) as those in the actual video texts are crawled and aligned with

the corresponding news stories. With this capability, the retrieved hypertext

data can also be exploited as a more detailed and usually noise-free information

source. Utilizing the extracted named entities of type person, location, and or-

ganization along with a rule and a string matching based coreference resolution

scheme, the system has the capability to extract full person entities together

with their occupations, locations/organizations, and aliases from texts. Event

extraction is the last technique employed by the overall system which is based on

the automatic detection of specific keywords associated with each event type un-

der consideration. To clarify, using an annotated training corpus of news video

transcriptions, the most frequent event types and the most frequent keywords

for each event type are determined. The ultimate event extraction component

makes use of these keywords to extract semantic events, each with a particular

confidence value, in unseen news video texts.
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Among the other components of the systems, the news story segmentation com-

ponent basically detects the boundaries of individual news stories using a silence

detection procedure on the audio waveforms of the videos. Thereby, the users

of the system can access the actual news story segments in addition to full news

videos during later video retrieval. The sliding text recognizer [46], as employed

by the fully automated system, detects the texts sliding on a text band on the

news video frames. This recognizer is executed on the output of the news story

segmenter and thereby the news story segments and their corresponding texts

are automatically aligned. Next, the resulting story texts are fed into the infor-

mation extraction components leading to automatic alignment of the semantic

information with the story segments within the fully automated system. In the

case of the semi-automatic system, the news story segmentation and informa-

tion extraction procedures are carried out independently and therefore a separate

alignment procedure is employed to associate the segments with the extracted

information. Production information regarding the raw video files such as their

broadcast dates and durations, news story segment information, automatically

extracted named entities both in the actual video texts and in the aligned Web

texts, full person entity information and coreference information between these

entities, together with the extracted events are all stored in a central news video

database for later retrieval. Lastly, the semantic video retrieval interface enables

access to the underlying news videos and news story segments through boolean

queries in which automatically extracted semantic entities and events are uti-

lized as literals. The interface can also act as a natural language interface, if the

user chooses it to do so, and thereby semantic queries can well be specified in

natural language through the interface.

Considering the previous related work, the studies presented in [30, 47, 78, 90]

all utilize ASR tools to extract the texts from the video archives (while the

first study considers football videos, the latter three studies target at generic

news videos) but ASR is still a hot research topic even for commonly studied

languages such as English (the ASR tool employed in [47] reportedly results

in an average word error rate (WER) of 29.2%) and this situation leads to

considerable error propagation to the other components of the overall semantic
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indexing systems. For some languages, including morphologically rich ones such

as Turkish, no practical ASR tool exists at all which hinders the applicability

of the proposed approaches for video archives in these languages. Similar to the

approach presented in [90], the text-based approach in [109] is proposed for the

specialized domain of team sports videos and is applied to basketball Webcast

texts obtained from a sports news provider site. On the other hand, the semantic

indexing systems presented in this study are proposed for the generic domain

of news videos. The text extraction procedure employed in the fully automated

system is not limited to ASR, while a convenient ASR tool can be utilized in this

system if it is available for the language under consideration. If there are other

automatic means of text extraction for the considered news video archives such as

sliding text recognition (as used in the automatic semantic indexing and retrieval

system for Turkish news videos to be described in details in Chapter 4), they may

well be employed during the implementation of the system. Moreover, the semi-

automatic system can be implemented for news video archives in languages for

which no automatic text extraction tool with an acceptable accuracy is available.

As a concluding remark on the previous related work, they are implemented for

videos in well studied languages of English, German, Dutch, and Italian while

our systems are implemented and evaluated for videos in Turkish on which

especially ASR and information extraction studies are rare.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis

Main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Information extraction research on Turkish texts is rare [22]. Within the

course of this study, we propose and implement novel techniques for sev-

eral information extraction tasks including named entity recognition, au-

tomatic hyperlinking, full person entity extraction, and semantic event

extraction. The implemented components can readily be used on Turkish

news texts and can be automatically extended to support other domains

(e.g., financial documents and historical texts) as well.
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• The information extraction components are successfully exploited for au-

tomatic semantic annotation and retrieval of news videos in Turkish. The

overall system is also equipped with the other necessary components to

make it a practical fully automated system. Some of these components

are built from scratch such as the news story segmenter while others are

customized and integrated into the proposed system such as the sliding

text recognizer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first fully auto-

mated system proposal to facilitate semantic annotation and retrieval of

news videos in Turkish.

• As automatically extracted video texts –such as automatic speech tran-

scripts or sliding texts– are often noisy to some degree, the video texts

automatically obtained by the sliding text recognizer of the proposed sys-

tem are noisy as well. Within the course of this study, we evaluate the

information extraction components of the system on the noisy and the

clean versions of the video texts obtained from a genuine news video cor-

pus where these evaluations constitute the first reports of the performance

evaluations of the respective information extraction components for Turk-

ish on such data.

• We also propose a semi-automatic counterpart of the annotation and re-

trieval system in case the sliding texts are not available for the news videos

under consideration. The only manual intervention in this case takes part

during speech transcription. However, if the associated texts of the videos

are already available, this semi-automatic system can also be executed in

fully automated mode as will be clarified in the relevant sections of the

study.

• In order to evaluate the performance of the components of the proposed

systems, we have compiled and annotated textual and video corpora of

considerable size. We have also developed annotation and evaluation tools

to be utilized during the evaluation of the components. The lack of pub-

licly available annotated corpora is an important problem which hinders

information extraction research on Turkish texts. The annotated corpora

created as well as the related tools developed during this study will be
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made available to researchers so that sound comparisons of various pro-

posals can be performed.

• By replacing the language-specific components of the proposed systems

with components for other languages, these systems can be exploited for

other languages as well. For instance, if we want to use the proposed

systems for a language, X, silence detection based news story segmenter

does not need to be replaced but the named entity recognition component

should be replaced with a convenient recognizer for X.

• As an application example, we have also shown the utilization of the se-

mantic annotation and retrieval system for multilingual video retrieval

with the incorporation of convenient ASR and machine translation sys-

tems.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, relevant literature

on information extraction and its employment for semantic video annotation

is reviewed. Chapter 3 is devoted to detailed descriptions of the information

extraction techniques exploited within the course of this study including named

entity recognition, hyperlinking news videos with the related Web news, person

entity extraction with coreference resolution, and semantic event extraction. The

text-based fully automated semantic annotation and retrieval system proposed

for news videos in Turkish is described in Chapter 4 along with an overview

of its semi-automatic counterpart. In Chapter 5, evaluation results of various

components of the proposed systems and discussions of these results are pre-

sented. An application involving the utilization of the information extraction

components for multilingual semantic video retrieval is presented in Chapter 6.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the study and addresses plausible future research

directions based on the current study.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we first review the relevant literature on textual information

extraction and next, on information extraction from Turkish texts. In the last

section, we provide an overview of the studies on the employment of information

extraction for automatic semantic video annotation.

2.1 Information Extraction

Information extraction (IE) is usually defined as the task of determining impor-

tant information pieces such as entities, relations, and events in unstructured

data sources like free natural language texts and possibly storing the extracted

information in predefined fixed formats, very much like database records, thereby

making the extracted information more easily processable by the related tasks

[39, 41, 42, 52, 61, 81]. Another definition of IE is given in [51] as the creation

of stereotypical summaries of the underlying texts. IE differs from information

retrieval (IR) in that IR aims at retrieving a set of relevant documents from a

large collection of documents, guided by user queries [60, 81, 91, 106]. Never-

theless, since the users still need to examine each of the retrieved documents to

determine whether they are relevant or not, it is argued that IE techniques can

help improve the retrieval results since it extracts semantic information as op-

posed to the term based indices maintained and utilized by the IR systems [81].

We leave the discussion on the relationship between IE and IR here by referring

interested readers to related studies [60, 81] and continue with our review of the

IE literature.
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There have been various programs to promote IE research such as Message

Understanding Conference (MUC) series [11] and Automatic Content Extraction

(ACE) [2]. MUC series were conducted as competitions to promote IE research

from 1987 to 1998. The series made considerable contribution to the topic by

providing definitions, annotation guidelines, and formal evaluation platforms

for various IE tasks in addition to revealing convenient as well as inconvenient

approaches to these tasks. Similarly, ACE program has been conducted since

1999 and targets at the development of automatic content extraction technology

for natural language texts. Other more specialized programs on IE research [14]

include Multilingual Entity Task (MET) conference for Chinese and Japanese

[13], Information Retrieval and Extraction Exercise (IREX) for Japanese [94],

and Evaluation Contest for Named Entity Recognizers (HAREM) for Portuguese

[5]. These programs are significant as they have given rise to related IE research

on English as well as on other languages.

There are basically five different IE tasks defined in the MUC series. These tasks

are overviewed below following the descriptions in related publications [41, 53]:

1. Named Entity Recognition (NER): It is the task of extracting the names

of people, locations, and organizations along with some temporal (time

and date) and numeric expressions (money and percent).

2. Coreference Resolution: The task of finding the identity relations between

entities. If two entities in a text corefer, it means that they refer to the

same real world entity.

3. Template Element Construction: This task involves the extraction of de-

scriptive information for the already extracted named entities and hence

filling the templates for these entities where the templates have the neces-

sary slots to be filled.

4. Template Relation Construction: This is the task of identifying relations

between the extracted entities.

5. Scenario Template Production: The task of finding the required informa-

tion regarding specific event scenarios (represented as templates) in texts.
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The complexity of the IE task increases as we go over the above list from top to

bottom. NER is known to be a solved problem especially for English with state

of the art performance above 90%. The best performing NER system in MUC-7

reportedly achieves an F-measure of 93.39% where the performance of human

annotators are 97.60% and 96.95% [76]. There also exist studies that propose

named entity ontologies [93] so that more detailed types for the extracted named

entities can be provided instead of the basic types. The performance rates of

the approaches for the remaining four tasks proposed by the participants of the

MUC series are comparatively lower. Especially, scenario template production

(namely, event extraction) is known to be a difficult task due to the proliferation

of the ways in which a particular event can be uttered in natural language [52].

An important point made within the course of the MUC series regarding the

IE tasks is that using deep language processing tools like parsers usually yields

low performance compared to the employment of shallow processing tools [52].

This result is mainly due to the fact that the output of deep processing tools

are usually ambiguous and they require considerable processing time to be em-

ployed in practical settings. Similarly, in some studies like [51], it is claimed

that successful IE can be achieved without utilizing natural language processing

(NLP) tools. Hence, IE is usually classified as a task which does not require

full natural language understanding as the types of information that need to

be extracted are previously well-defined [49, 60]. In line with this argument,

there are several studies that take a pattern matching approach and propose

IE systems relying on predetermined or automatically learned IE patterns for

structured texts such as Web pages as well as free texts [82]. Proposed pattern

based systems include AutoSlog [88], LIEP [56], PALKA [63], RAPIER [36], and

SRV [50], among others.

Approaches to address the IE tasks broadly fall into one of the two categories:

manually engineered systems and learning systems [25]. There are also studies

that try to combine the advantages of these two approaches as well.

As described in [25], manually engineered systems are based on resources such

as lexicons, dictionaries, and rule bases, created by the experts of the domain
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under consideration. The main drawbacks of this approach are the time spent

during resource construction and the need for revisions of the resources when the

approach is to be used in other domains, the so called portability problem. In

fact, it is this latter drawback that mainly leads researchers to employ learning

approaches for IE tasks so that adaptive IE systems can be achieved [105].

Learning systems utilize annotated corpora to automatically create models or

learn rules for the domain of interest. Several statistical and machine learning

methods have been employed so far to arrive at learning IE systems as surveyed

in [105]. These methods include Markov models, maximum entropy models,

dynamic Bayesian networks, conditional random fields, hyperplane separators,

relational learning (such as inductive logic programming), decision trees, and

unsupervised approaches [105]. A well-known unsupervised (or, weakly super-

vised) learning approach is called bootstrapping method which begins with a

seed set of positive examples as its sole resource and iteratively expands the

resource with new rules or entries discovered from its own outputs, as employed

in studies such as [111]. The main drawback of the learning based IE approaches

in general is the cost of compiling annotated corpora for the particular IE task

and domain under consideration, which is a labor-intensive and time-consuming

process. Although there is considerable amount of annotated text in well stud-

ied languages like English for tasks such as NER, unfortunately less studied

languages such as Turkish suffer from the unavailability of annotated corpora

for the IE tasks which mainly hinders the development of learning IE systems

for these languages. Nevertheless, for tasks other than NER, even for languages

such as English, there exist comparison and evaluation presentation problems

for the various learning approaches employed, as pointed out in [74]. In other

words, standard evaluation methodologies to fairly compare the proposed learn-

ing approaches for IE tasks are still not well established.

Another direction of research which is closely related to IE research is the

emergence of general language engineering frameworks/development environ-

ments which aim to facilitate the development of text processing applications.

These systems usually supply ready-to-use resources (gazetteers, dictionaries,

and grammars, among others) and tools (annotators, evaluation tools, etc.) so
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that applications to use the resources/tools are freed from the burden of devel-

oping and compiling them from scratch. Well-known development environments

of this kind include GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [33, 43],

SProUT (Shallow Processing with Unification and Typed feature structures)

[48], knowledge and information management platform called KIM for IE and

IR applications [87], and TEXTRACT system of IBM which is later migrated

to another platform called Unstructured Information Management Architecture

(UIMA)[85]. Another related tool is the Voice Transcription Manager (VTM)

of IBM again, which facilitates the transcription of voice and the display of the

output in several applications by incorporating convenient ASR tools [6].

2.2 Information Extraction in Turkish

IE research on Turkish texts is known to be rare compared to related work for

European languages such as English, Spanish, French in addition to Chinese and

Japanese. To the best of our knowledge, the first study on the topic is reported

in [40] where a language-independent named entity recognizer is proposed and

evaluated on Turkish texts along with other texts in Romanian, English, Greek,

and Hindi. A study on Turkish noun compounding is presented in [32] where

a finite state machine is proposed to extract compounds and the machine can

readily be utilized to extract some complex organization names which are in

compound form. A statistical IE system for Turkish is presented in [104] which

performs various tasks including NER, sentence segmentation, and topic seg-

mentation. It is pointed out in [104] that statistical methods are not directly

applicable to Turkish since the highly productive morphology of the language

causes data sparseness problems. A person name extractor for financial news

texts is proposed in [31] based on the determination of local patterns for extract-

ing person names. The employed local grammar based approach [31] has been

proved to be useful for other languages including English [100]. A person men-

tion extractor for Turkish news texts using a set of lexical resources is presented

in [67] together with a string matching based coreference resolver to prevent su-

perfluous extraction of the same underlying entities. A rule based NER system
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is described in [69, 70] for Turkish news texts, based on a set of lexical resources

and sets of rules. The latter NER system is turned into a hybrid system in

[71] by equipping it with a learning component so that it extends its resources

through learning from annotated corpora if available. The last four studies are

carried out within the scope of this thesis. In [22], the authors present an IE ar-

chitecture for processing business documents in Turkish which is best applicable

to restricted domains such as financial documents. Finally, in [38], the authors

present their new event detection and topic tracking experiments on Turkish

texts. Mainly, a topic detection and tracking (TDT) document collection, called

BilCol-2005, is described and various parameters are experimented for the afore-

mentioned two TDT tasks. The cosine and cover coefficients similarity measures

are utilized for both tasks along with three stemming options of no stemming,

fixed prefix stemming, and lemmatizer-based stemming. Also experimented in

[38] is the combination of these similarity measures which yields better results

than the individual employment of the measures.

As for information retrieval (IR) research in Turkish, a plausible survey of text-

based IR approaches is provided in [37]. Also described in the paper [37] are the

results of several IR experiments to investigate the effects of various parameters

such as stemming options, collection size, query lengths, matching functions,

and using stopword lists on Turkish news texts.

2.3 Information Extraction for Semantic Video Annotation

Video texts are known to constitute an important information source for semi-

automatic or automatic video annotation [65, 97, 110]. Mainly following the

classification of video texts provided in [110], these texts usually belong to one

of the following categories:

1. Associated Texts (Closed Captions): For some video types such as broad-

cast news videos, it may be possible that the complete speech transcription

texts are already available for the corresponding videos. If detailed enough,

associated texts are preferable to other types of video texts since most of
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the time they are perfect, i.e., no noise exists in the texts. However, if

these texts are not time aligned with the videos, then a separate alignment

procedure is required possibly utilizing techniques such as text-to-speech

alignment.

2. Automatic Speech Transcripts: In most of the video types including broad-

cast news and possibly excluding some surveillance videos, people convey

the topic through speaking and hence for such videos speech transcrip-

tions can be utilized for semantic annotation. If the speech transcriptions

are not already available, they could be obtained utilizing ASR systems.

Successful ASR systems are hard to build and an important problem re-

garding the ASR outputs is that they are noisy, hence when utilizing ASR

output, this point should be taken into account. Moreover, for some lan-

guages including Turkish, ASR is still an important research area and it is

not currently possible to access and integrate a practical ASR system as a

component to larger video annotation systems.

3. Overlay and Scene Texts : On images and video frames, texts of nonuniform

size and font which are mechanically superimposed are usually termed as

overlay texts (also as graphic texts or text overlays) while texts already ex-

isting on the real-world objects or scenes in the images/frames are usually

called scene texts [113]. They are often detected through VOCR meth-

ods. These texts may be useful in some video domains such as football

or basketball videos to display important information such as the current

score and time, or the statistics regarding the goals or points. However,

for other domains such as broadcast news videos, their contribution to the

semantic interpretation of the videos may be limited if not misleading.

4. Sliding Texts : Especially for some broadcast news videos, it may be possi-

ble to have exact speech transcriptions regarding the news stories as uni-

form sliding texts along a text band on the video frames. Sliding text

recognition systems which are based on visual processing of the video

frames may achieve higher success rates compared to the ASR systems,

as these texts usually have uniform size and font, particularly if the videos

have satisfactory resolution. However, similar to the ASR systems, these
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recognizers cannot produce perfect output, i.e., the recognized text is usu-

ally noisy. Still, an important proportion of the errors made by the sliding

text recognizers leads to out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words which can be au-

tomatically corrected using tools such as spelling checkers as opposed to

the errors in the outputs of the ASR systems.

5. Webcast (Webcasting) Texts: These are semi-structured natural language

texts mainly describing the flow of events in sports matches provided by

some sports sites. Webcast texts are time-aligned and they are easier to

process than free natural language texts due to the relative simplicity of

the language used in these texts.

6. Production Texts : As described in [110], these texts include production

metadata such as the titles and broadcast dates of the videos under con-

sideration along with other published information.

IE from video texts to automatically annotate the corresponding video archives

is a relatively new topic with some recent studies. Among these, in [44, 90]

an architecture is proposed for multimedia indexing through the employment of

multilingual IE to annotate semantic events in football videos in English, Ger-

man, and Dutch. The proposed architecture utilizes ASR tools for these three

languages to obtain the speech transcriptions of the videos. The IE compo-

nents of the architecture include tools for unicode tokenizing, gazetteer lookup,

semantic tagging, part-of-speech tagging, parsing, knowledge coding and pro-

cessing, and coreference resolution. In [30], a system that extracts semantic

metadata from TV and radio broadcast news, implemented for Italian over the

data from the TV channel RAI, is presented. This system also employs an ASR

tool to obtain the video texts, categorizes the individual news items, and ac-

quires semantic metadata for the news items employing IE techniques, such as

NER, both on the video texts and on the aligned Web texts [30]. A system,

called Rich News, which aims to perform automatic semantic annotation of ra-

dio and television news is presented in [47]. The overall system has modules

for the following sequential tasks: ASR, topic segmentation, key-phrase extrac-

tion, searching the Web for related documents using the key-phrases, manual
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annotation to correct segmentation and annotation results, creating the story

index documents, semantic annotation of the retrieved Web resources, and fi-

nally searching the broadcast news [47]. In [114], a semantic event detection

approach for broadcast basketball videos is presented. The approach is based

on the analysis of the Webcast texts and the alignment of the texts with the cor-

responding videos. The Webcast texts for sports videos are analyzed to cluster

and detect semantic events using latent semantic analysis (LSA)1 [45, 72] and

it is concluded in the paper that incorporation of the video texts into the event

detection process significantly enhances the sports video event detection [114].

The same approach is utilized for event extraction from broadcast sports videos

in [109], this time by using probabilistic LSA (pLSA) [55] for clustering Web-

cast texts. Finally, an approach for the aggregation and retrieval of cross-modal

(coming from multiple information sources) multimedia (consisting of multiple

types of content) information is presented in [78]. The information sources uti-

lized are online newspaper articles and TV newscasts. The core technologies

employed in the implemented prototype system include newscasts detection and

segmentation, RSS stream processing, RSS items and news stories aggregation,

and derived queries generation [78].

Related work on Turkish texts include previously mentioned [67] where corefer-

ential chains are exploited to prevent superfluous extraction of person entities

from political news video texts and [68] where named entities automatically

extracted from manually transcribed news video texts are utilized as semantic

annotations for the videos. These two studies are carried out within the scope of

this thesis. Apart from these, in [26], the challenges of Turkish broadcast news

transcription and spoken term detection are addressed and in [103], a rule based

event extraction approach for Turkish football Webcast texts is presented.

1 LSA is a technique that analyzes the associations between a set of documents (or passages)
and the terms that they contain [9]. It has many application areas including IR and document
classification. Interested readers are referred to [45, 72] for in-depth descriptions of LSA.
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CHAPTER 3

INFORMATION EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we describe our proposals for four IE tasks: named entity recog-

nition, automatic hyperlinking of news videos with related Web news, person

entity extraction with coreference resolution, and finally event extraction. Novel

tools are designed and implemented based on the proposed approaches and these

tools are exploited in the fully automated and semi-automatic semantic annota-

tion and retrieval systems for news videos in Turkish to be described in Chapter

4. The evaluation results of these tools are presented in Chapter 5.

3.1 Named Entity Recognition

Named entity recognition (NER) is an important IE task. As previously defined

in Section 2.1, it is the task of extracting person, location, and organization

names in addition to date, time, money, and percent expressions from texts

[83]. The task is also commonly referred to as named entity recognition and

classification (NERC) [83].

Within the course of this thesis, we first build a rule based NER system for the

news domain which heavily relies on a set of lexical resources and pattern bases.

Although news texts show considerable diversity and hence most of the resources

of the rule based NER system are considerably general-purpose, the system

suffers from portability problems, i.e., its performance is considerably hurt when

it is evaluated on other text genres such as financial or historical texts. Moreover,

the system lacks the ability to keep its already existing resources up-to-date for
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the news domain. To address these problems and make the system an extensible

one, we improve the system so that it learns from annotated corpora when

available and extends its resources accordingly. We implement this ultimate

hybrid NER system for Turkish so that it can be employed to extract named

entities from Turkish news video texts to be utilized as semantic annotations for

the corresponding videos. In order to handle deictic date expressions extracted,

a subsequent date normalization procedure is carried out.

In the following subsections, we first describe the core rule based NER system

for Turkish, then its ultimate hybrid version is presented, and lastly, the date

normalization procedure employed is briefly described.

3.1.1 The Rule Based Named Entity Recognizer

It is a common practice for rule based named entity recognizers to make extensive

use of person and organization name lists, gazetteers, along with rule bases or

grammars to extract the entities from the input texts. Some of these resources

are usually generic such as gazetteers or but most of the time they are proprietary

to the domain of interest which enables them to achieve high success rates in the

particular domain. In line with this observation, the rule based named entity

recognizer for Turkish utilizes a set of lexical resources and pattern bases as two

information sources for the extraction of person/location/organization names as

well as time/date/money/percent expressions in Turkish news texts.

Turkish is an agglutinative language and hence inflections are very common

in Turkish texts. Since named entities may well be inflected, a morphological

analyzer for only noun inflections is implemented and utilized by the recognizer

to validate the candidate entities.

The input text of the named entity recognizer may be all in upper case or

all in lower case, if not, case information may be inherently missing in the

input text as is the case in texts obtained from the Web or the outputs of ASR

tools. Therefore, we implement the utilization of capitalization information as

an additional feature which may be turned on or off. If it is turned on, then
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Figure 3.1: The Taxonomy of the Resources Employed by the Rule Based Named
Entity Recognizer.

those entity candidates of type person, location and organization name which do

not have the initial characters of all of their tokens capitalized are eliminated.

The lexical resources employed by the recognizer comprise a list of person names

and lists of well-known people, locations, and organizations. As for the set

of pattern bases employed, they contain rules for the extraction of location/

organization names, and temporal/numeric expressions. The total number of

entries in the lexical resources is about 12,800 and the total number of patterns

in the corresponding pattern bases is 260. We arrive at these resources after

examining several sample news articles and try to make their coverage as high

as possible. The taxonomy of the resources are given in Figure 3.1. A summary

of these resources are provided below where the first four of them correspond to

the lexical resources and the remaining three resources are the pattern bases.

1. List of Person Names : We employ a set of about 8,300 person names in

Turkish so that consecutive tokens each of which is included in the set can

be extracted as person names, such as Abdullah Cevdet. When employing

this resource and the resources to be described thereafter, the morpholog-

ical analyzer is utilized to validate the information to be extracted. To

clarify, when a token in the input text matches one of the entries in the

list, the suffixes attached to the entry to form this token are checked by the

morphological analyzer. If the token is a valid noun inflection, then this

token is validated, otherwise the token is not considered for extraction.
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Figure 3.2: The Types of Organizations Included in the Well-known Organiza-
tions List of the Named Entity Recognizer.

2. List of Well-known People: The names of well-known past and present

politicians and leaders of some international organizations are compiled

and utilized including items like Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (current prime

minister of Turkey) and Kofi Annan (past president of the United Na-

tions).

3. List of Well-known Organizations : In this resource, the names of im-

portant organizations such as those of political parties, governmental/

international organizations, universities, and banks are included. Avrupa

Birliği (‘European Union’) and Adalet Bakanlığı (‘The Ministry of Jus-

tice’) are two example organizations from this resource. The classifica-

tion of the organization name types included in this resource is provided

schematically in Figure 3.2.

4. List of Well-known Locations : This resource encompasses some well-known

locations in the world and in Turkey. The classification of the locations

covered by this resource is demonstrated schematically in Figure 3.3. The

types in Figure 3.3 constitute the most common location name types that

we come across during the resource compilation for the recognizer.
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Figure 3.3: The Types of Locations Included in the Well-known Locations List
of the Named Entity Recognizer.

5. Pattern Base for Organization Names : This pattern base includes several

patterns for the extraction of organization names. A sample pattern (or,

rule) included in this resource is X Üniversitesi (‘X University ’) where X

is the immediately preceding named entity extracted using the lexical re-

sources only if such a named entity exists, and the preceding single token

otherwise. An organization name that can be successfully extracted with

this pattern is Süleyman Demirel Üniversitesi where Süleyman Demirel

is actually a person name which can be extracted using the list of per-

son names employed by the recognizer, but with the succeeding token

Üniversitesi, the whole phrase matches the aforementioned pattern and

discarding this person name, the recognizer extracts the whole phrase as

an organization name. Common organization names to be covered by the

included patterns are mostly those organization types for which enumerat-

ing all entries is not feasible. Hence, the included patterns aim to extract

the names of companies, institutions, faculties, schools, hospitals, prisons,

labor/trade unions, sports clubs, police offices, headquarters, and courts.

Other sample patterns are given in (1) below:

(1) X Grubu/A.Ş./Partisi/Hastanesi/...

‘X Group/Inc./Party/Hospital/...’

6. Pattern Base for Location Names : This resource includes several patterns
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for the extraction of location names such as the pattern exemplified for

the organization name extraction. Similar to the previous resource, the

location name patterns mainly aim to cover those not-easily-enumerable/

changing names such as street, road, bridge, river, mountain, station, ho-

tel, tower, palace, museum, campus, airport, shopping/cultural center,

and cemetery names. A sample pattern for location name extraction is

X Bulvarı (‘X Boulevard ’), where X is determined as in the case of the

organization name extraction utilizing the corresponding patterns. A case

which can be handled appropriately by this pattern is Adnan Menderes

Bulvarı (‘Adnan Menderes Boulivard ’) where Adnan Menderes is a person

name identifier which can be easily identified by the proper person name

dictionary of the lexical resources. Yet, with the following token, Bulvarı,

the complete identifier satisfies the pattern and hence it is correctly clas-

sified as a location name by the named entity recognizer. Similar location

patterns employed are provided in (2) below:

(2) X Sokak/Yolu/Kulesi/Stadyumu/...

‘X Street/Road/Tower/Stadium/...’

7. Pattern Base for Temporal and Numeric Expressions: This resource in-

cludes several rules for the extraction of time, date, money, and percent

expressions. A sample and common pattern for time extraction is X:Y

where X and Y are numeric expressions and X denoting the hour part

takes values between 0 (or equivalently, 00) and 23 while Y denoting the

minute part takes on values between 0 (or equivalently, 00) and 59. It

should be noted that deictic date expressions like bugün (‘today ’), dün

(‘yesterday ’), and yarın (‘tomorrow ’) are also within the scope of the rec-

ognizer. Below provided are some date extraction patterns utilized where

X can be a four digit year name as well as the name of a month.

(3) X başı/ortası/sonu...

‘X start/middle/end...’

‘The start/middle/end... of X ’
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In order to increase the precision of person name extraction, which is initially

performed through bare list lookups, we add several rules to the above described

resources to handle some common surname endings in Turkish and hence cor-

rectly classify those satisfying surnames as parts of person names. Some of

these common surname ending words and affixes include oğlu, -gil, and soy.

This improvement leads to complete and accurate extraction of name-surname

pairs such as Murat Başesgioğlu and Sabiha Şensoy as person names by the

recognizer. We also employ a similar strategy to improve the extraction of orga-

nization names and hence utilize common endings such as bank for the extraction

of bank names such as Akbank and spor for that of the names of sport clubs such

as Gaziantepspor in addition to above described pattern base for organization

name extraction.

The final forms of the resources and pattern bases utilized by the rule based

named entity recognizer are made available at http://www.ceng.metu.edu.

tr/~e120329/TurkNERRes.zip under the Lesser General Public License for Lan-

guage Resources (LGPL-LR), http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/lgpllr.

html.

The details of the rule based NER algorithm are provided in Algorithm 1. This

algorithm can be adapted to other morphologically rich languages like Turkish

by supplying it with language-specific lexical resources and pattern bases along

with a convenient morphological analyzer for the language under consideration.

In order to determine the computational complexity of the overall algorithm,

first we assume that the sizes of individual elements in the lexical resources and

the pattern bases are O(1) in terms of the number of tokens. We also assume

that the complexity of morphological analysis of a single token is O(1). Hence,

if the size of the input text is O(n) in terms of the number of tokens and if the

sizes of the lexical resources and the pattern bases are O(l) and O(p) in terms

of the number of elements, respectively, then the computational complexity of

the proposed algorithm is O(n.l) +O(n) +O(n.p) = O(n.(l+ p)), where O(n.l)

is the complexity of lines 1–8, O(n) is that of line 9, and lastly, O(n.p) denotes

the complexity of lines 10–17.
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Algorithm 1 Named Entity Recognition

Require: Input text input, lexical resources and patterns bases.

Ensure: The version of input in which named entities are annotated.

1: for all element elt in the lexical resources do

2: for all phrase phr in input matching elt do

3: phr is morphologically analyzed.

4: if phr is only inflected with noun suffixes (or not inflected at all) and

phr is not already annotated then

5: annotate phr in input with the corresponding named entity, excluding

the suffixes at the end, if any.

6: end if

7: end for

8: end for

9: Scan through the resulting text and merge consecutively annotated entities

(where the entities apart from the last one should not be inflected) of the

same type into single entities.

10: for all element elt in the pattern bases do

11: for all phrase phr in input matching elt do

12: phr is morphologically analyzed.

13: if phr is only inflected with noun suffixes (or not inflected at all) and

phr is not already annotated then

14: annotate phr in input with the corresponding named entity, excluding

the suffixes at the end, if any.

15: end if

16: end for

17: end for

The recognizer utilizes the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)

named entity tags (ENAMEX, NUMEX, and TIMEX), proposed and employed in the

MUC series [53], to annotate the named entities. Below we provide a sample

input (a news text snippet from METU Turkish corpus [92]) and the correspond-

ing output of the recognizer, where the English translation of the input reads as

follows: The committee of Turkish Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Association
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(TÜSİAD), who has started a Europe tour in order for Turkey to receive a date

for membership negotiations at the Copenhagen Summit to be held in December,

has received support at their first stop Athens.

Recognizer input:

Aralıkta yapılacak Kopenhag Zirvesi’nde üyelik müzakereleri için Türkiye’ye tarih

verilmesi amacıyla Avrupa turuna çıkan Türkiye Sanayicileri ve İşadamları Der-

neği (TÜSİAD) heyeti, ilk durağı Atina’da destek buldu.

Recognizer output:

<TIMEX TYPE=“DATE”>Aralık</TIMEX>ta yapılacak <ENAMEX TYPE

=“LOCATION”>Kopenhag</ENAMEX> Zirvesi’nde üyelik müzakereleri için

<ENAMEX TYPE=“LOCATION”>Türkiye</ENAMEX>’ye tarih verilmesi

amacıyla <ENAMEX TYPE=“LOCATION”>Avrupa</ENAMEX> turuna

çıkan <ENAMEX TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”>Türkiye Sanayicileri ve

İşadamları Derneği</ENAMEX> (<ENAMEX TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”>

TÜSİAD</ENAMEX>) heyeti, ilk durağı <ENAMEX TYPE=“LOCATION”>

Atina</ENAMEX>’da destek buldu.

In order to make the recognizer extensible to new text genres, annotated data can

be utilized when available so that its information sources can be automatically

extended to support these genres. Moreover, the performance of the recognizer

on its target genre can also be improved by extending its information sources

with new high-confidence entries. In the following section, the extended hybrid

version of the rule based recognizer to address these issues is presented.

3.1.2 The Hybrid Named Entity Recognizer

It is widely known that named entities in different genres of text show consider-

able diversity. For instance, political news texts usually replete with the names

of countries, political parties, governmental institutions, and politicians. On

the other hand, frequent named entities in financial texts are usually company
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names, the names of the heads of these companies as well as that of the gov-

ernmental institutions. Historical texts mostly include the names of empires,

past governments in addition to the names of the royal family members. As a

last example, child stories may contain uncommon names for locations and peo-

ple which are rarely observed in texts about current events such as daily news

texts. Usually, locations names seem to demonstrate the least diversity in texts

of different genres. Furthermore, a named entity of a certain type in a specific

text genre may be a named entity of another type in another text genre. For

instance, Pınar is a common female first name in generic Turkish texts, how-

ever, in financial texts it mostly corresponds to the name of a food company (an

organization). Similarly, Selçuk is a common male first name in Turkish texts,

however, in a historical text, it usually denotes a dynasty (an organization), ‘the

Seljuks ’, ruled in the Middle East from the 11th to the 13th centuries.

Above exemplified diversity of the named entities in texts of different genres

results in the observation that the rule based named entity recognizers manually

engineered for specific genres usually require manual revisions –which are usually

time-consuming and labor-intensive– to adapt the recognizers to other genres of

text. But as outlined in [25], rule based systems usually achieve higher success

rates for the specific text domain that they are engineered for. On the other

hand, learning systems are preferable in cases where a considerable amount of

training data is available since they do not require human intervention and hence

they are easily extensible to other application domains. With an intention to

combine the advantages of the two approaches and make the existing rule based

named entity recognizer for Turkish news texts described in the previous section

to support other text genres as well, we extend it to learn from annotated corpora

when available.

The ultimate hybrid named entity recognizer has the ability to enrich its lexical

resources with those that it learns from annotated texts through rote learning.

Rote learning is one of the learning approaches experimented to improve IE in

[51] where it turns out to yield high precision rates. A rote learner, as described

in [51], is a dictionary learner which estimates the probability that a matched

fragment is a field instance by calculating the number of times the fragment
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Figure 3.4: The Flow of Execution of the Hybrid Named Entity Recognizer.

appears as a field instance (p) and the total number of occurrences of the frag-

ment (t) where the value p/t is the confidence of the fragment in a prediction.

Our rote learning component, as adapted from [51], scans and extracts named

entities from annotated corpora and calculates p and t for each extracted entity

where, in our case, p denotes the number of occurrences which are annotated as

a named entity of the given type and t denotes the total number of occurrences

of the entity in the text. Hence, for the annotated training text under consid-

eration, p/t for each extracted named entity can be used as a confidence value

for that entity.

We turn the initial recognizer into a hybrid recognizer by equipping it with this

learner and with the ability to enrich its information sources with additional

lexical resources encompassing those entities which have a confidence value above

0.5, as acquired by the newly added rote learner component.
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The flow of execution of the resulting hybrid recognizer is presented schemati-

cally in Figure 3.4 and summarized below:

1. If the text genre of the input is specified by the user, then the recognizer

first uses the learned lexical resources for that genre to extract the named

entities. It annotates the input text with the matching entities and then it

annotates the resulting text using the initial lexical resources and pattern

bases, i.e., those manually engineered information sources belonging to

the rule based recognizer, to carry out a second annotation. Hence, the

learned resources for the specified genre are given higher priority.

2. If the input text genre is not specified, the recognizer first executes exactly

the same as the rule based recognizer on the text. Then, it employs all

learned resources to annotate the resulting text. Hence, in this case, the

learned resources are given lower priority. During the annotation process,

the morphological analyzer is utilized to validate the candidate entities.

3. As the last step of execution, each set of consecutively annotated entities

of the same type (with the constraint that the initial and the intermediate

tokens are not inflected) are merged into a single entity. This final step is

required since tokens of a single named entity may be annotated individu-

ally during the employment of the learned resources and the employment

of the manually engineered resources as they are sequentially but indepen-

dently applied to the input text. To illustrate, assume the input genre is

not specified and the second branch of execution is followed which has led

to the annotation of only the first name of the person entity during the

employment of manually engineered resources followed by the annotation

of the surname of the same person entity using the learned resources. The

final merging stage prevents the erroneous extraction of this single entity

as two partial entities by merging them into a single person entity since

they are of the same type and are consecutively annotated in the text.

The computational complexity of the hybrid named entity recognizer (not con-

sidering the training procedure) is O(k1.n+k2.n+n) where O(k1.n) corresponds

to the complexity of applying the manually engineered information sources to
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the input text, O(k1) being the size of these information sources in terms of the

number of entries included and O(n) being the size of the input text in terms

of the number of tokens; O(k2.n) corresponds to the complexity of applying

the learned resources to the resulting input text, O(k2) being the size of these

learned resources; and lastly O(n) corresponds to the complexity of the final

merging procedure. Therefore, the overall complexity of the hybrid named en-

tity recognizer is O((k1+k2+1).n), hence O((k1+k2).n). The complexity of the

training procedure of the recognizer is O(m), m being the size of the annotated

training corpus, as this corpus is scanned to extract and group the annotated

named entities and calculate the corresponding confidence values.

The hybrid recognizer is envisioned to support the text genres of financial news

texts, historical texts, and child stories in addition to the initial genre of generic

news texts. These are the genres for which we could compile and annotate text

corpora since we know of no publicly available annotated corpora for named

entity recognition on Turkish which is one of the main hindrances against related

research since it makes sound comparisons of related experiments impossible.

We also implement a graphical user interface for the proposed hybrid recognizer

in Java as shown in Figure 3.5. Through the interface, the users may specify

the input text genre among the supported genres of Child Story, Financial News

Article, Historical Text, and News Article. Also adjustable through the interface

are the named entity types to be considered during recognition and whether the

capitalization feature will be utilized or not.

3.1.3 Date Normalization

Regarding the date expressions extracted by our named entity recognizers, since

deictic ones cannot be considered as semantic information as they are, we imple-

ment a date normalization procedure which is applicable to those texts for which

the publication date (to be used as a reference date) is known. To illustrate,

for news stories, we know the actual broadcast dates of the stories which can be

utilized as the reference dates. Based on the reference dates of the prospective

inputs, our date normalization procedure executes as follows:
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Figure 3.5: A Snapshot of the Hybrid Named Entity Recognizer Interface.

1. Input text is explicitly associated with its reference date, although the

reference date may not actually be mentioned in the text.

2. The deictic date expressions are replaced with the corresponding actual

date expressions which are calculated with respect to the reference date.

For instance, if the extracted date from the text is bugün (‘today ’), then

the text is not associated with any new date expression, as it is already

associated with the reference date but if the extracted date is yarın (‘to-

morrow ’), then the text under consideration is associated with the date

corresponding to the following day of the reference date.

3.2 Hyperlinking News Videos with Related Web News

In several studies on multimedia indexing and retrieval [30, 47, 78], it is pointed

out that aligned Web texts can be a useful information source to compensate

for the noise in the existing information sources like ASR outputs and to enrich
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the already existing semantic information since news articles are usually more

detailed than the corresponding broadcasted news. Following this idea, we use

Web news articles from a leading Turkish newspaper, Milliyet [12], to improve

the automatic annotations for the Turkish news videos which are extracted from

the corresponding video texts. The process of automatic hyperlinking of news

videos with the related Web news articles is also referred to as Web alignment

and is similar to the story link detection task which is one of the main TDT

tasks [24].

First, we implement a search crawler to run on the Web site of Milliyet for a

specified time window. The search criteria include the named entities automat-

ically extracted by the named entity recognizer and associated with their news

story segments. The time window corresponds to a three-day interval centered

at the actual broadcast date of the news video that the segment under consider-

ation belongs to. The flow of execution of the implemented crawling mechanism

for each news story segment is summarized below:

1. The entries in the associated named entity list are searched for in the news

articles published in the Web site of Milliyet on the broadcast date of the

news video under consideration, following the hyperlinks in a breadth-first

manner, on the previous and following days, in this order. The Web news

articles published by Milliyet are available from its homepage, the uniform

resource locators (URLs) of which are formatted based on the publication

date, as provided below:

http://www.milliyet.com.tr/YYYY/MM/DD

In the above pattern, YYYY denotes the year, MM denotes the month,

and DD denotes the day of the publication date, as exemplified below:

http://www.milliyet.com.tr/2007/04/02

During crawling, the starting URL is determined utilizing this pattern.

Hence, if the date of consideration is April 2nd, 2007, then the above URL

is used as the starting URL.
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2. For each page (p) in which at least one of the named entities (NEs) men-

tioned in the corresponding video segment (s) is encountered, a confidence

value is calculated as follows:

confidences,p =
number of NEs of s encountered in p

total number of NEs in s
(3.1)

3. All pages with less than 0.5 confidence are eliminated.

4. Among the remaining pages, those ones with confidence less than the max-

imum confidence are eliminated.

5. Among those pages having different URLs but which happen to have ex-

actly the same content, all but one are eliminated.

6. The remaining pages (which have the same confidence value) are sorted

on their detection times and only the top three pages are retained. Since

crawling is performed in the broadcast date, previous day and following

day order, the pages published on the actual broadcast date are given

precedence over the others. If there are already less than three pages, no

elimination is carried out.

One drawback of the above procedure is that the crawling process does not make

use of any indices or any of the existing libraries, crawling all the new links in the

encountered pages, which amounts to a considerable time spent during crawling.

This is the case even though we have limited ourselves to crawling a maximum

of 1,000 distinct pages, i.e., the crawling for each news video segment is ceased

once 1,000 news pages are analyzed.

With this overall automatic hyperlinking procedure, the following features could

be integrated into the ultimate news video annotation and retrieval system:

1. The semantic information extracted from the aligned Web articles can be

used as semantic annotations as well. Put another way, both the informa-

tion extracted from actual video texts and those extracted from the Web

texts could be used during prospective video retrieval.
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2. AlignedWeb articles associated with the news videos or video segments can

be accessed during news video retrieval in addition to the other required

features such as playing the videos or video segments.

3.3 Person Entity Extraction

The NER procedure results in the determination of individual entities of type

person, location, and organization, among others. But this information does

not cover possible associations between these entities, such as the managerOf

relation between a person and an organization entity. Moreover, different surface

forms of the same underlying entities result in superfluous extraction of these

entities as distinct ones without explicit associations between them. In order

to alleviate these problems, we implement a slightly modified version of the

person mention extraction approach together with the coreference resolution

scheme that we previously proposed [67] and utilize their outputs in the ultimate

semantic news video annotation and retrieval systems.

To address the first problem, we use the following rule given as a regular expres-

sion, similar to the rule given in [67], to extract person entities.

((ORG ∪ LOC ∪ ϵ)(OCC ∪ ϵ))⋆PER

The following abbreviations are utilized in the rule: ORG, LOC, and PER for named

entities of type organization, location, and person, respectively, and OCC for

occupation names in Turkish. In order to detect occupation names, we have

compiled a set of 136 entries of common occupations encountered in news texts.

It should be noted that before searching for entities matching the rule, stopwords

in the input text are eliminated. We have extended the stopword list provided in

[37] and used this final list provided in Appendix A during all required stopword

list elimination processes hereafter.

A text snippet satisfying the above rule is provided below together with the cor-

responding person template (Person 1) filled with the extracted information1:

1 In the text snippet given, POSS stands for the possessive case marker.
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Maliye bakanı Kemal Unakıtan

Finance minister-POSS Kemal Unakıtan

‘The minister of Finance Kemal Unakıtan’

Person_1:

Organization: Maliye

Occupation: bakan

Name: Kemal Unakıtan

The above rule is simpler than the one provided in [67] as the approach in

[67] lacks a full-fledged named entity recognizer which leads it to mimic one for

political person name extraction, with the more complex rule given below:

((Cϵ)(GCϵ)(Tϵ)(GCϵ)(Wϵ)(GCϵ)(Pϵ)(PCϵ))
⋆((P (PCϵ))

+ ∪N+ ∪ (P (PCϵ))
+N+)

where GCϵ is the regular expression (GC∪ϵ) and GC is the genitive case marker

in Turkish while PCϵ is the expression (PC∪ϵ) where PC denotes possessive case

marker in Turkish. Similarly, the expressions Cϵ, Tϵ, Wϵ, and Pϵ denote (C ∪ ϵ),

(T∪ϵ), (W∪ϵ), and (P∪ϵ), respectively. C is for possible country/continent, T is

for city/town, W is for well-known institution, P is for political status, and lastly

N is for proper person names in Turkish. The Kleene star (⋆) is used to handle

the cases where a politician could have multiple status for different countries,

cities, or institutions. The subexpression, ((P (PCϵ))
+ ∪ N+ ∪ (P (PCϵ))

+N+),

covers those politicians who are stated with their political status only, names

only, or together with their political status and names in the text [67].

Coreference is a phenomenon in natural language texts where two entities refer

to the same real world entity [79, 80]. The determination of those coreferring

entities is usually called coreference resolution. A related linguistic phenomenon

is anaphora where an entity refers back to another entity in text but they do

not necessarily refer to the same real world entity. The referring entity is often

called an anaphor while the entity referred to is often called the antecedent,

and hence finding the antecedent of an anaphor is called anaphora resolution.

Pronouns are known to constitute one of the most common types of anaphors

in natural language texts. Interested readers are referred to [79] for details on
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the anaphor types and approaches to anaphora resolution in English. There are

quite few studies conducted on anaphora in Turkish texts. Among these, in [66]

a knowledge-poor pronoun resolution system is presented which relies on a set of

constraints and preferences to pinpoint the antecedents of considered pronouns.

A syntax-based approach for pronoun resolution in Turkish is described in [101]

and a comparison of this approach and the previous one is provided in [102].

Several machine learning approaches are also employed for pronoun resolution

in Turkish and these approaches are compared in [62]. Apart from these studies,

a string matching based coreference resolution scheme is described in [67] along

with the above summarized rule based person mention extraction approach.

For the purposes of the current study, in order to avoid superfluous extraction

of person entities as distinct ones, we employ the coreference resolution scheme

given in [67].

The approach basically executes as follows: among the list of person entities

extracted, beginning with the second entity (based on the position information),

in order to form the coreference links, the name of each entity is compared to

those of the previously extracted entities in turn to check whether their tokens

intersect or not. The intersection is based on the nominal case of all tokens in

the name of each entity compared. If the nominal forms of at least one of the

tokens in the names of the entities compared match exactly, then they are said to

be intersected. The comparison procedure to determine intersection ends when

such a match is found which is the most recent match and a coreference link is

formed between the entity under consideration and the intersecting entity. Since

coreference is a transitive relation, that is, if an entity A corefers with B and

B corefers with another entity C, then A corefers with C [54], this procedure

eventually results in the identification of all of the desired coreference chains in

the text under consideration [67].

Following the above example, the news story text may well include other refer-

ences to the same person, such as the one given below, and after the coreference

resolution procedure, the (Person 1) entity is enriched with an alias correspond-

ing this information.
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bakan Unakıtan

minister Unakıtan

‘The minister Unakıtan’

The final form of the entity (Person 1) is also shown below where only those

slots filled with the corresponding values are shown.

Person_1:

Organization: Maliye

Occupation: bakan

Name: Kemal Unakıtan

Alias:

Name: Unakıtan

Occupation: bakan

3.4 Event Extraction

Automatic semantic event extraction from videos is an important milestone to

facilitate semantic video retrieval. Yet, it still remains as a demanding problem

as the detection of semantic events in raw video files is a difficult task. A

survey of event extraction approaches through the utilization of the audio-visual

features is provided in [73]. In [29] and [112], ontology based approaches to

semantic event extraction are proposed utilizing objects and relations extracted

through the visual processing of the videos.

Text-based event extraction is studied as scenario template production in the

MUC series [11] and as event detection and recognition in the ACE program [2].

Considering the studies exploiting video texts for semantic event extraction from

the corresponding videos, we come across two significant approaches presented

in [90] and [114], both of which target at team sports videos. In [90], speech

transcriptions of football videos are used along with a football event ontology to

detect the events occurred in the corresponding videos while Webcast texts of

team sports videos are processed in [114] to determine representative keywords
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for each significant event type in the video domain, which are then used to

extract events from unseen videos.

In TDT research initiative, an event is defined as “something that happens at

some specific time and place along with all necessary preconditions and un-

avoidable consequences” [24]. In our event extraction scheme, we follow this

definition, yet, we only target at the extraction of the event types without con-

sidering the event attributes such as the entities involved and the time/place of

the events.

Our event extractor takes a keyword based approach as it first determines fre-

quent keyword lists for each considered event and next exploits these keywords

to decide whether a given input text conveys any of these events. As the train-

ing data set from which common event keywords are to be detected, a video

collection comprising 35 videos broadcasted by Turkish Radio and Television

Corporation (TRT) [19] with a total duration of about four hours2 is utilized

in which the number of distinct news stories is 340. These news stories are an-

notated with the semantic events amounting to 463 events where news stories

conveying general information or health advice are not tagged with any events.

Hence, there may be zero to many events annotated in each story and the num-

ber of distinct events annotated is 69. The breakdown of these events with their

corresponding frequencies are provided in Table B.1 in Appendix B. After the

annotation procedure, the story texts that are annotated with the same event

are grouped leading to non-disjoint event text groups (since a single story may

convey more than one event and hence be included in several groups).

The most frequent events in the training data set turn out to be Statement,

Death, Trial/Investigation, Crash, Weather, Meeting, Attack, Injury, Election,

and Operation which constitute the event types considered by our event extrac-

tor. The total number of occurrences of these 10 events (over a total of 69 events)

is 303 and hence, these 10 events, which correspond to about 15% (10/69) of

all distinct events, represent 65.4% (303/463) of all the annotated events in the

training data set.

2 This data set is revisited as Video Data Set-1 in Chapter 5 when describing the data sets utilized
during the evaluation of the components of the proposed systems.
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Below, we outline the coverage of each of these events:

• Statement : Events where some people (mostly political figures or author-

ities) make statements, explain or convey their ideas possibly in press

conferences or mass meetings.

• Death: Events where individuals are murdered or die by other means such

as traffic accidents. This type of event usually coexists with the other

event types of Crash and Attack.

• Trial/Investigation: Events about legal trials and related investigations.

• Crash: Accidents mostly due to the means for transportation, covering

plane crashes, traffic accidents, etc.

• Weather : Reports regarding the weather which may well be weather fore-

casts.

• Meeting : Meetings of two or more authorities (mostly politicians) includ-

ing conferences.

• Attack : Events regarding offensive and destructive activities/attacks which

may result in death/injury of individuals and economical loss.

• Injury : Events in which individuals are injured, which usually coexist with

the other event types of Crash and Attack.

• Election: Events regarding all phases of elections including the prepara-

tions for the elections and their results.

• Operation: Military or legal operations which are carried out by organiza-

tions like the police departments or the armed forces.

The frequent keyword detection procedure is carried out as follows for each text

group corresponding to the above event types:

1. The text is fed into the named entity recognizer and the extracted named

entities are eliminated. Stopwords, occupation, and nationality names

among the remaining tokens are also eliminated.
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Figure 3.6: The Event Keyword Detection Procedure.

2. For each token in the text, the number of times the token appears (term

frequency, tf) is calculated.

3. The most frequent 10 tokens (those with the highest 10 tf values) are

retained as the keywords corresponding to the considered event and for

each of these keywords (k) of each event type (e), a confidence value (c)

is calculated as follows, where tfi,e is the tf of the ith keyword in the text

of event e:

ck,e =
tfk,e∑10
i=0 tfi,e

(3.2)

With this procedure, which is also given schematically in Figure 3.6, keywords

with the associated confidence values are determined for the aforementioned 10

event types. The number of frequent keywords considered for each event type is

10 where this value is determined by examining proposed keywords for sample

events to make the coverage of the ultimate event extractor as high as possible

while not sacrificing precision too much. Yet, as will be presented in Section
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5.2.3.3, the event extractor is also evaluated considering top-5 keywords along

with the evaluations considering the top-10 keywords. The most frequent 10

keywords for each of these event types are given in Table 3.1 where the types of

the keywords (V. for verbs, N. for nouns, ADJ. for adjectives, and lastly PREP.

for prepositions), whether they are inflected or not (inf. denotes inflection), and

approximate English translations are provided in parentheses.

It should be noted that the whole process is automatic (i.e., no manual inter-

vention takes place) during the determination of these keywords, hence some

of them are actually erroneous such as the last keyword, büyük (‘big ’), for the

Statement event type where this keyword bears no specific information regarding

this event type. Similarly, since some events usually coexist in the news stories,

they share quite many keywords as is the case for the events of Death, Injury,

and Attack. Another problem is the fact that our training data set is a limited

one (extracted from a video data set with a total duration of 4 hours) spanning

a continuous time period, leading to the extraction of very specific and hence

not generalizable keywords. To illustrate, for the Trial/Investigation event type,

the name of a trial (Ergenekon) is extracted as a keyword due to the fact that

it is the topic of a considerable number of news stories broadcasted during the

time period of the training data set.

The ultimate event extraction procedure utilizes these keywords to determine

whether an event is described in an unseen news story text or not. For each

event keyword, if it is encountered in a news story text, then the confidence value

for that keyword is added to the particular event confidence score of that story.

In other words, the following formula is utilized to determine the confidence

score (cs) for each event (e) in each news story (s) in the test data set, where

ki denotes the ith keyword of the event e:

cse,s =
10∑
i=0

cki,eσ(ki, s)

where σ(ki, s) is 1 if ki appears in s and 0 otherwise.

(3.3)

Therefore, the event extraction procedure eventually outputs confidence scores

for the considered events in each input news story and events with nonzero
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Table 3.1: The Top-10 Representative Keywords for the Considered 10 Event
Types Sorted in Descending Order of Their Confidence Values.

STATEMENT DEATH

DEDİ (Vinf. TOLD) KİŞİ (N. INDIVIDUAL)

SÖYLEDİ (Vinf. SAID) HAYATINI (Ninf. (HIS/HER) LIFE)

BELİRTTİ (Vinf. CLARIFIED) ÖLDÜ (Vinf. DIED)

İLİŞKİN (PREP. REGARDING) KAYBETTİ (Vinf. LOST )

BİLDİRDİ (Vinf. INFORMED) DÜZENLENEN (ADJ. ORGANIZED)

EKONOMİK (ADJ. ECONOMICAL) YARALANDI (Vinf. INJURED)

ETTİ (Vinf. MADE) KİŞİNİN (Ninf. INDIVIDUAL’S)

AÇIKLADI (Vinf. EXPLAINED) POLİS (N. POLICE)

KRİZİN (Ninf. CRISIS’) GAZINDAN (Ninf. FROM THE GAS)

BÜYÜK (ADJ. BIG) KARBONMONOKSİT
(N. CARBONMONOXIDE)

TRIAL/INVESTIGATION CRASH

ERGENEKON (N. ERGENEKON )* UÇAĞIN (Ninf. PLANE’S)

TUTUKLU (N./ADJ. ARRESTED) DÜŞEN (ADJ. CRASHED)

SORUŞTURMA (N. INVESTIGATION ) PİLOT (N. PILOT )
KAPSAMINDA (Ninf. WITHIN THE SCOPE) KAZADA (Ninf. AT THE ACCIDENT )

KAZI (N. EXCAVATION ) KİŞİ (N. INDIVIDUAL)

KARAR (N. DECISION ) SÖYLEDİ (Vinf. SAID)

İDDİA (N./V. CLAIM ) UÇAK (N. PLANE)

EDİLEN (ADJ. MADE) HAYATINI (Ninf. HIS/HER LIFE)

ETTİ (Vinf. MADE) KAZA (N. ACCIDENT )

DEVAM (N. CONTINUATION ) UÇAĞININ (Ninf. (ITS) PLANE’S)
WEATHER MEETING

KAR (N. SNOW ) EKONOMİK (ADJ. ECONOMICAL)
HAVA (N. WEATHER) ARAYA (Ninf. INTERVAL)

YAĞIŞI (Ninf. RAIN ) KONFERANSTA

ETKİLİ (ADJ. EFFECTIVE) (Ninf. AT THE CONFERENCE)

NEDENİYLE (PREP. DUE TO) SÖYLEDİ (Vinf. SAID)

YAĞIŞLI (ADJ. RAINY ) ELE (Ninf. TO HAND)

İÇ (N. INSIDE) TOPLANTIDA (Ninf. AT THE MEETING)

LODOS (N. SOUTHWESTER) ÖNEMLİ (ADJ. IMPORTANT )

OLUMSUZ (ADJ. NEGATIVE) ETTİ (Vinf. MADE)

ETKİSİNİ (Ninf. ITS EFFECT ) GELECEK (ADJ. NEXT )

GÖRÜŞECEK (Vinf. WILL MEET )
ATTACK INJURY

DÜZENLENEN (ADJ. ORGANIZED) KİŞİ (N. INDIVIDUAL)
SALDIRGANIN (Ninf. ATTACKER’S) YARALANDI (Vinf. INJURED)

SALDIRIDA (Ninf. AT THE ATTACK ) DÜZENLENEN (ADJ. ORGANIZED)

POLİS (N. POLICE) ÖLDÜ (Vinf. DIED)
SALDIRI (N. ATTACK ) HAYATINI (Ninf. (HIS/HER) LIFE)

BİLDİRDİ (Vinf. INFORMED) KAYBETTİ (Vinf. LOST )
SALDIRISINDA (Ninf. AT THE ATTACK (OF)) MEYDANA (Ninf. TO PLACE)

FÜZE (N. MISSILE) SALDIRI (N. ATTACK )

HAVA (N. WEATHER) AĞIR (ADJ. SEVERE)
ROKET (N. ROCKET ) PATLAMANIN (Ninf. EXPLOSION’S)
ELECTION OPERATION

SEÇİM (N. ELECTION ) KİŞİ (N. INDIVIDUAL)

SEÇMEN (N. VOTER) GÖZALTINA (Ninf. TO CUSTODY )

SEÇİMDE (Ninf. AT THE ELECTION ) MEHMETÇİK (N. MEHMETÇİK )**

HÜKÜMETİ (Ninf. GOVERNMENT ) ALINDI (Vinf. TAKEN INTO)
OY (N. VOTE) ARALARINDA (PREP. AMONG)
BAŞLAYACAK (Vinf. WILL START ) ARAÇ (N. VEHICLE)

GİDİYOR (Vinf. IS GOING) BULUNDUĞU

KESİN (ADJ. DEFINITE) (Vinf. (THAT IT) APPEARS)

OLDU (Vinf. HAPPENED) BİRLİKLERDEN (Ninf. FROM THE TROOPS)

SAYISI (Ninf. NUMBER) DÜZENLENEN (ADJ. ORGANIZED)
JANDARMA (N. GENDARMERIE)

* ERGENEKON is the name given to a trial and its frequent occurrence in the training video data set
leads to its showing up as the top keyword for the Trial/Investigation event.

** MEHMETÇİK is a name commonly used to refer to the Turkish Armed Forces.
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confidence scores are considered as the semantic events for each news story.

We believe that the existence of confidence values for each extracted event is a

desirable feature, as during later retrieval, it enables users to specify the least

confidence levels for the event types that they utilize in their queries.

The event extraction procedure developed for Turkish news video texts is similar

to the one presented in [114] for team sports videos. In the study [114], basket-

ball Webcast texts are first clustered using LSA and keywords in each cluster

(corresponding to distinct event types in basketball) are sorted on their tf × idf

weights3. According to this ordering, the top-4 keywords in each cluster are used

as the representative keywords for the corresponding event type for basketball.

We cannot use the approach in [114] for event detection from generic news video

texts as it is, due to the differences between the characteristics of the target text

genres. To clarify, although each individual time-aligned Webcast text (usually

comprising one and rarely two sentences) usually denotes a single event, a news

story (often longer than two sentences) usually conveys more than a single event.

Hence, in [114], Webcast texts are automatically clustered using LSA and the

resulting text clusters, which are given semantic event labels, are disjoint. On the

other hand, we manually annotate the news stories from a training news video

data set with the conveyed semantic events leading to non-disjoint text clusters

corresponding to events, as news stories annotated with more than a single event

are shared across the text clusters of these events. Moreover, the fact that the

resulting text clusters are non-disjoint also prevents us from employing tf × idf

for keyword ordering because most of the relevant keywords for the considered

events achieve low idf values as these keywords also show up in other event text

clusters, leading to low overall tf × idf values. Hence instead of tf × idf we use

tf which leads to a more plausible ordering of the prospective event keywords.

3 The tf×idf weight is commonly employed in IR to rank candidate documents given a user query
(comprising the considered terms) and it is usually calculated as follows: (tf × idf)i,j = tfi,j × idfi
where tfi,j is the number of occurrences of the term ti in document dj and idfi = log(N/ni) where
N is the total number of considered documents and ni is the number of documents in which term ti
appears [60].
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CHAPTER 4

TEXT-BASED AUTOMATIC SEMANTIC

ANNOTATION AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR

NEWS VIDEOS IN TURKISH

This section is devoted to the description of the text-based semantic annotation

and retrieval system for news videos in Turkish. The proposed system executes

in fully automated mode and heavily relies on the IE techniques described in

Chapter 3 on the video texts to automatically obtain the semantic annotations

for the news videos. Apart from the IE components, the system comprises sev-

eral other components including a news story segmenter, a text extractor (a

sliding text recognizer), and a semantic retrieval interface to make it a complete

fully-automated system in addition to a news video database to store the ex-

tracted information. After the offline annotation of the news videos, the system

enables retrieval of the stored videos through the semantic retrieval interface of

the overall system where the associated annotations are used to determine the

relevant videos.

In the first section below, an overview of the proposed system is provided. The

following section presents the details of the main components of the system.

The last subsection is devoted to the description of the semi-automatic version

of the proposed system which is best applicable to those videos for which video

texts cannot be automatically extracted, as the sole manual intervention in this

version takes place during speech transcription.
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4.1 System Overview

The fully automated semantic annotation and retrieval system is provided schemat-

ically in Figure 4.1. The system is generic and can be customized to execute

on news video archives in languages other than Turkish as well by replacing the

language-specific components such as the ones for IE with convenient compo-

nents for the language under consideration. The system is fully automated since

no manual intervention takes place during the required tasks including the text

extraction. In the rest of this section, we will describe the system and the details

of its components as they are built for news videos in Turkish.

Raw News Videos

Automatic Text

Extraction

News Story 

Boundaries

Named Entity

Recognition

Video Text for

Each News Story

News Video
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Figure 4.1: The Schematic Representation of the Semantic Annotation and Re-
trieval System for News Videos in Turkish.
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The execution of the overall system is summarized below:

1. Raw news videos are given as input to the news story segmenter of the

system. The segmenter detects the boundaries of individual news stories

using the audio waveforms of the videos.

2. The video segments corresponding to distinct news stories are individually

fed into the text extractor to obtain the news story texts. As the text

extractor component, a sliding text recognizer for Turkish is employed

since, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no publicly available ASR

tool for Turkish, hence the system is fully automated only for those videos

in Turkish which have their exact speech transcriptions as sliding texts

over the frames.

3. The named entity recognizer is run on the news story texts to obtain the

named entity sets of the individual news stories. The temporal informa-

tion extracted by the named entity recognizer includes deictic expressions.

Moreover, there may not be explicit time/date expressions in the news

story texts but the story may be about an event/events occurred on the

broadcast date of the corresponding news video. Therefore, the date nor-

malization procedure presented in Section 3.1.3 is also carried out to deal

with these two cases after the NER process using the broadcast dates of the

news stories as the reference dates. After this post-processing procedure,

discarding the actual deictic date expressions, the input text is associated

with the corresponding normalized date expressions.

4. The extracted named entities are utilized by the Web alignment module

to search the Web news articles that describe the same events as the news

stories. These Web news are also fed into the named entity recognizer so

that named entities mentioned in the Web news are also obtained.

5. News story texts are also given as input to the event extractor component

to determine the events that are central to the topics conveyed in the

corresponding news stories.

6. Information regarding the raw news videos in addition to the automatically
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extracted semantic information are all stored in the news video database

of the system.

7. Through the semantic retrieval interface of the system, the users can re-

trieve and play the videos through boolean query formulations or queries

in natural language.

All functional components of the system are implemented in Java except for the

sliding text recognizer which was implemented in MATLAB [10].

4.2 System Components

4.2.1 News Video Database

The news video database basically stores two types of information: the first

one is the information regarding raw news video files such as their broadcast

dates and total durations which may be considered as production metadata,

and the second type corresponds to the information automatically extracted by

the functional components of the system such as the named entities, events,

and the URLs of the aligned Web news, in addition to others. The database is

implemented using the open-source and object-relational PostgreSQL database

management system [15]. The schema of the database is provided in Figure 4.2

as a Unified Modeling Language (UML) [34] class diagram. The classes in the

schema are overviewed below:

• The NewsVideo class represents information regarding the raw video files

and hence has the necessary attributes to store the paths of the news

video files, their broadcast dates, durations, and the numbers of words in

the corresponding video texts. It should be noted that the values for the

last attribute (text word count) of the videos are only available after the

sliding text recognition process.

• The NewsVideoSegment class is used to represent information regarding

the news story segments which are obtained after the news story segmen-
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-id : int
-file_path : string
-broadcast_date : Date
-duration_in_seconds : int
-text_word_count : int

NewsVideo

-id : int
-name : string
-type : string
-word_index_in_text : int
-video_segment_id : int
-video_id : int

NamedEntity

1

*

-id : int
-start_second : double
-end_second : double
-video_id : int
-segment_text : string

NewsVideoSegment

1

*

1 *

-id : int
-url : string
-content : string
-video_segment_id : int

WebNews
-id : int
-name : string
-type : string
-video_segment_id : int
-hypertext_id : int

WebNamedEntity

-id : int
-video_segment_id : int
-event_type : string
-confidence : double

Event

1

*

1

*

1

*

1*
-id : int
-name : string
-video_segment_id : int
-alias_id : int

PersonEntity
-id : int
-occupation : string
-location : string
-organization : string
-person_id : int

PersonRole

1 *

1

*

1

*
aliasOf

Figure 4.2: The News Video Database Schema as a Class Diagram.

tation process. The class has the attributes to hold the start and end

seconds of each story segment.

• The NamedEntity class models each of the named entities extracted from

the news story texts. It has the necessary attributes to hold the surface

form of a named entity (the name attribute), its type which can be one

of PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, DATE, TIME, MONEY or PERCENT and

the index of the first token of the named entity (the word index in text

attribute) in the corresponding texts.

• The WebNews class is added to the schema to model the aligned Web

news articles associated with the news stories. It includes the necessary

attributes to hold the URL and content of the Web news.

• The WebNamedEntity class represents the named entities extracted from

the Web news articles and similar to the NamedEntity class, it has the

attributes to hold the actual named entity and its type.

• The PersonEntity class is for representing each full person entity extracted

from the texts. Since each person entity has one or more roles possibly
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comprising an occupation, a location, and an organization, these roles are

represented with the PersonRole class. It should be noted that, coref-

erential links between person entities are modeled through the aliasOf

relationship between instances of the PersonEntity class.

• Finally, the Event class models the events extracted from the news story

texts where their types and confidence scores are represented with the

corresponding attributes of event type and confidence, respectively.

After the news video database is populated with the relevant information in-

cluding the production metadata and the extracted semantic annotations, it is

ready to serve prospective users through the semantic retrieval interface of the

overall system which will be described in Section 4.2.5.

4.2.2 News Story Segmenter

News story segmentation is included as a task in the 2003 and 2004 TRECVID

conferences [78]. In these tasks, evaluation data is obtained from the data set

collected for the TDT research initiative [108] and a news story is defined as

a segment with a coherent focus with at least two declarative and independent

clauses [27]. Three different resources are utilized for news story segmentation

by the participating systems in the TRECVID evaluations: audio, video, and

ASR output [27].

Associating the extracted semantic information with the whole video files makes

semantic retrieval of these videos through this information possible, yet espe-

cially for long videos, it may be tedious for users to find the exact news story

they are interested in. Therefore, the semantic information should better be as-

sociated with video segments corresponding to individual news stories in which

the semantic information is conveyed.

Due to the fact that there is usually a silence period between the audio waveforms

of consecutive news stories in a typical broadcast news video, we implement

a silence detection algorithm which outputs silence periods to be used as the

separators for news stories. We first extract the audio waveforms of each video
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Figure 4.3: The Audio Waveform of a Sample News Video File.

file as audio files in WAVE format sampled at 48 kHz. The undersampled data of

one of the channels of the stereo audio file corresponding to a sample news video

file is plotted in Figure 4.3, where the segments corresponding the individual

news stories are indicated with arrows. Those portions at the beginning and

at the end are simply the opening and ending words of the speaker which are

not actual news stories and hence they are not considered as distinct segments.

Next, we implement a common procedure for silence detection: if there is a

sequence of samples for a period longer than 1.5 seconds where each sample is

less than one fifth of the maximum sample in the complete waveform, then this

sequence of samples is identified as a silence interval together with the beginning

and ending seconds. After the detection of the silence intervals, they are used

as the boundaries of actual news stories. The first and the last segments and

the segments lasting less than five seconds are automatically discarded to avoid

the extraction of the beginning and ending portions of the videos which are

not considered actual video segments. Those utterances corresponding to the

beginning and ending segments are also not considered during text extraction.

We should note that the parameters employed in this segmentation procedure,

such as the period limit of 1.5 seconds, are particularly convenient for our news

video data sets, broadcasted by TRT, to be described in Chapter 5 and are deter-

mined by examining the waveforms of some sample videos. In order to use this

segmentation scheme on other news video data sets, the aforementioned param-

eters should be reviewed and adjusted accordingly. Another plausible approach
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to news story segmentation is to carry out of discourse/topic segmentation on

the corresponding video texts, as employed in studies such as [47], which is left

as a direction of future research.

4.2.3 Sliding Text Recognizer

In order to obtain the speech transcriptions of the videos which are also given as

sliding texts over the frames of the videos of our target TRT broadcasted data

set, we employ the sliding text recognizer presented in [46] and integrate it to our

automatic semantic annotation and retrieval system. This recognizer first con-

verts the video frames into binary images and utilizes the horizontal and vertical

histograms of these images to determine the exact text band. Next, connected

component analysis is used to segment the text image into individual charac-

ters after some noise removal operations. The recognizer then employs template

matching for actual character recognition and finally, it carries out a correction

procedure based on rules learned through transformation-based learning in order

to improve character recognition accuracy [46].

In our semantic annotation and retrieval system, the sliding text recognizer ex-

ecutes on each of the previously determined video segments. Provided below

is a sample snippet from the output of the recognizer on a sample news story

segment where words with errors are shown in boldface.

TRT VE ÖZEL TELEVİZYONLARDAN DEV İŞBİRLİĞİ. TÜRHİYE’NİM ONDE GELEN 7ELEVİZ-

YON KOROLOŞLARI ORTAK BİR ANTEN SİŞTEMİ KÜRMAH İÇİN BİRARAYA GELDİ. ŞEHİR-

LERDEHİ GORÜNTÜ KİRLİLİĞİNE SON VERECEK ÜVGOLAMAYLA VATANDAŞ DAHA KALİ-

TELİ YAYIN İZLEME OLAMAĞINA HAVOŞACAH, İMZA TÖRENİNDE KONÜŞAN DEVLET BA-

KANI BEŞİR ATALAV, İKİ AV İÇİNDE 13 BÜYÜK ŞEMİRDE ORTAK ANTENLERİN FAALİYETE

GEÇECEĞİNİ SÖYLEDİ. ATALAY BU 13 ŞEHİRDE YAYIN YAPAN TELEVİZYONLARIN LİSANS-

LANOIRMA ÇALIŞMALARININ DA KISA SÜREDE TAMAMLANACAĞINI NAYOET7I.

As the above output snippet exemplifies, the output of the sliding text rec-

ognizer is not perfect and most of the errors are due to OOV words. After
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observing such outputs, we employ a two-phase automatic correction procedure

on the sliding text recognizer output so that the word error rate (WER) in the

output is decreased (as will be observed in Section 5.2.2 where the performance

evaluation of the sliding text recognizer is presented):

• In the first phase, some lexical rules are applied to the output text, similar

to the ones proposed in [46]. The employed rules basically include the

following:

– If the surrounding characters are not digits, replace 7 with ‘T’.

– If ‘O’ follows a digit, then replace it with ‘0’.

– If ‘8’ is immediately followed by a letter, then replace ‘8’ with ‘B’.

– Replace ‘OO’, ‘OÖ’, ‘ÖÖ’, and ‘ÖO’ with ‘00’.

– If ‘O’ is immediately followed by a vowel, then replace ‘O’ with ‘D’.

– If ‘Ğ’ is the first character of a token, then replace it with ‘G’.

– Replace all tokens of the form ‘BO’ with ‘BU’.

• In the second phase, the spelling checker of the Zemberek [21] open-source

NLP library for Turkish is employed to further decrease the WER. Each

token is replaced with the first candidate provided by the spelling checker

which has the same character count as the token to be corrected.

4.2.4 Information Extraction Components

After the news story texts are obtained, the IE components of the system are

executed on these texts. That is, the hybrid named entity recognizer, the Web

alignment module, the full person entity extraction and coreference resolution

modules, and the event extractor as described in Chapter 3 are all executed

on the story texts and the extracted information is stored in the news video

database. Aligned Web news are also given as input to the named entity recog-

nizer and the resulting named entities are stored in the database along with the

entities obtained directly from the actual news story texts.
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Table 4.1: An Overview of the Employed Approaches for the IE Tasks.

IE Task Employed Approach

Named Entity Recognition

First, a rule-based named entity recognizer
is proposed for generic news texts. It is
then turned into a hybrid system by equipping
it with a rote learning component. A
subsequent date normalization procedure is
also proposed to handle deictic date
expressions extracted by the recognizers.

Person Entity Extraction

A rule-based person entity extraction scheme
is employed. In order to prevent superfluous
extraction of the same person entities as
distinct ones, a string matching based
coreference resolution scheme is implemented.

Automatic Hyperlinking

Utilizing the named entities extracted from
news story texts as search criteria, related
Web news articles are crawled and after some
elimination operations, high confidence
articles are retained and associated with
the corresponding news stories.

Event Extraction

A bag-of-words approach is followed. Frequent
event types are determined using a training
set of video texts. Next, frequent keywords
observed in the news stories of the training
set conveying the considered events are
utilized during actual event extraction.

A summary of the employed approaches targeting at the considered IE tasks

is provided in Table 4.1. Evaluation results of the corresponding IE compo-

nents will be described in detail in Chapter 5 together with some improvement

attempts after observing the initial results.

4.2.5 Semantic Video Retrieval Interface

As the final component of the proposed annotation and retrieval system, a se-

mantic video retrieval interface is implemented which enables access to the news

video database through boolean queries or queries in natural language over the

extracted information. A snapshot of the semantic retrieval interface is given

in Figure 4.4. Through this interface, boolean queries can be formulated using

the named entities and events as literals and combining them using the boolean
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operators of AND, OR, and NOT with parentheses when necessary. A well-formed

boolean query (BQ) expression can be generated with the grammar provided be-

low where ne denotes a named entity as a surface form/type pair while event de-

notes an event as event type/EVENT [confidence value] where confidence value

is used to specify that news videos/video segments associated with events having

confidence scores of at least this value should be retrieved. The named entities

extracted from the Web news could also be utilized during the formulation and

execution of the boolean query expression.

BQ → (BQ) | BQ and BQ | BQ or BQ | not BQ | ne | event

The formulated queries are shown in a text box (named Query) on the interface

and if they are not well-formed (i.e., they cannot be generated with the above

grammar), then the user is informed accordingly. A well-formed query example

through the interface is demonstrated in Figure 4.4 where those news stories in

which an Election event is conveyed and Sarkozy (current president of France)

is mentioned are queried, with the below query expression. This query also has

the constraint regarding the Election event that only those stories in which the

event is extracted with at least the confidence value of 0.1 should be retrieved,

as specified in the square brackets at the end of the EVENT keyword.

SARKOZY/PERSON AND ELECTION/EVENT[0.1]

The boolean query expressions are processed to transform them into appropriate

structured query language (SQL) expressions to be executed on the news video

database. During these transformations, an AND keyword results in a subexpres-

sion in which the operands are combined with the INTERSECT keyword in SQL.

Similarly, OR and NOT keywords result in subexpressions which include the UNION

and EXCEPT keywords, respectively.

When handling the criteria of type PERSON, information regarding the full person

entities extracted (i.e., coreferring person entities represented as aliases) are also

utilized in addition to simply using the matching named entities. Doing so, the

system successfully handles cases where a person entity is queried by retrieving

all news story segments in which the queried person is named differently. Hence,
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Figure 4.4: A Snapshot of the Semantic Video Retrieval Interface (Boolean
Query Example).

during the transformation of the query expression into the corresponding SQL

expression, if X is a criterion of type PERSON encountered in the query expression

(as X/PERSON), then the following news stories are considered:

• Those news stories which include X as a named entity of type PERSON (and

those named entities whose associated Web articles include X as a named

entity of type PERSON, if specified so).

• Those news stories which does not include X, but instead include at least

one of X’s aliases (entities coreferring with X).

• Those news stories which include those entities for which X is an alias.

• Those news stories which include those entities which are aliases of an

entity for which X is also an alias.

The SQL expression for the specified query expression is provided in Appendix

C. The tuples in the news video database satisfying the SQL query are retrieved

through the interface. The query results are listed on the result panel (titled
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Figure 4.5: A Snapshot of the Related Web News Dialog of the Semantic Video
Retrieval Interface.

Query Results) with a thumbnail, the broadcast date together with the total

duration of the corresponding videos in parentheses, and four hyperlinks. The

sorting order of the query results is determined as follows: If the query expression

does not contain any positive event criterion, then the results are simply sorted

on their broadcast dates, otherwise, the results are sorted in descending order of

the sum of the confidence score(s) of the event(s) that are specified in the query

expression.

The first one of the hyperlinks for each of the query results, (Play Full Video), is

for playing the complete video file in the video panel on the right and the second

one (Play Video Segment (XX:XX)) is for playing the file beginning from the

start time of the particular satisfying video segment where the exact start time

of the segment is shown in parentheses at the end of the hyperlink. Java Media

Framework API (JMF) [8] is utilized to play the videos/video segments through

the interface. In order for the system to support several video formats including

Audio Video Interleave (AVI), FOBS4JMF JMF plugin [4] is utilized. The third

hyperlink (Related Web News) is available for those results for which aligned

Web news have been obtained and it enables the users to examine these auto-

matically determined Web news through a dialog as shown in Figure 4.5. Lastly,

through the Events hyperlink for the applicable query results, all of the events

extracted from the news story under consideration can be examined as shown in

Figure 4.6 with their corresponding confidence values. Also observable through

this dialog is related semantic information including extracted person entities,

locations/organizations not associated with the person entities (together with

their roles and aliases), and date/time expressions. This additional information

is important as it can serve to fill in the actor(s), place, and time slots of the

extracted events and hence make extracted events more complete.
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Figure 4.6: A Snapshot of the Events Dialog of the Video Retrieval Interface.

In order to facilitate the retrieval of news videos, we extend the interface to

process queries in natural language (NL) as well, hence the ultimate interface

also acts as a natural language interface.

A snapshot of the semantic retrieval interface with a sample NL query is demon-

strated in Figure 4.7 and the query, which targets at similar videos as does the

boolean query in Figure 4.4, is provided below1.

Sarkozy ve seçimle ilgili haberler

Sarkozy and election-INS related news

‘News related to Sarkozy and election’

It should be noted that we do not utilize deep natural language understand-

ing tools during the processing of the NL queries, but instead, we basically

make use of our IE components to transform the query into a boolean query as

shown in Figure 4.4 so that thereafter it can be processed in the same way as a

boolean query.

1 In the query expression, INS stands for the instrumental/comitative case marker in Turkish.
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Figure 4.7: A Snapshot of the Video Retrieval Interface (Natural Language
Query Example).

The transformation of an NL query into a boolean query is carried out as follows:

1. The NL query is given as input to our named entity recognizer and thereby

named entities in the query are determined. In the example NL query in

Figure 4.7, Sarkozy is extracted as a named entity of type PERSON.

2. The top-10 keywords determined for the considered 10 events and the

synonyms for these events (if not included in the keyword lists) are used

to determine the existence of these events in the NL query. To clarify, for

each event type, the top-10 keywords and event synonyms are searched

for in the query and if any of them is encountered in the query, then that

event type is extracted. To illustrate, in the NL query example above,

since seçim (‘election’) is one of the top-10 keywords for the ELECTION

event, this event is extracted from the query. The least confidence levels

for the events given in the NL queries are assumed to be 0.

3. In order to determine the connectives between pieces of semantic infor-

mation (named entities and events) in the NL query, among the tokens
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excluding those included in the extracted entities and events, the Turkish

phrases of veya, ya da, yahut, veyahut meaning ‘or ’ are searched for and

if at least one of them is encountered, then an OR operator is used to com-

bine the semantic information extracted before and after the encountered

phrase. If no such phrase is encountered, then the extracted entities and

events are assumed to be connected with an AND operator2. After this

step, the example NL query is transformed into SARKOZY/LOCATION AND

ELECTION/EVENT[0.0] which is processed as in the case of an ordinary

boolean query and the results are shown in Figure 4.7 exactly the same as

in the case of a boolean query, as exemplified in Figure 4.4.

4.3 Semi-Automatic Version of the System

Within the course of this thesis, we have also implemented a semi-automatic

version of the fully automated system where the sole manual intervention takes

place during the speech transcription to obtain the video texts. The schematic

representation of the semi-automatic system is presented in Figure 4.8. This

version is proposed since the fully automated version is not applicable to cases

where automatic extraction of the video texts is not possible. It should be noted

that this semi-automatic version also executes in fully automated mode if the

video texts are already available as the associated texts.

The main differences between this version and the fully automated system, the

architecture of which is given in Figure 4.1, are that this version lacks the slid-

ing text recognition module and video texts for the whole video is available as

opposed to that of the individual news story texts. As described in the pre-

vious section, in the fully automated version, video segments corresponding to

individual news stories are fed into the sliding text recognizer, hence the se-

mantic information extracted from the news story texts is automatically aligned

2 The interface currently cannot handle cases requiring the NOT operator as this necessitates
deeper elaboration of the NL query, which is left as a plausible future research direction. Because,
Turkish is a morphologically rich and free word order language in which negativity is conveyed through
verb inflection. Hence, in order to accurately determine the negativity and semantic information
spanned by it, natural language processing tools such as morphological analyzers and parsers should
be employed. Still, using the aforementioned tools does not guarantee the success of the interface as
these tools usually produce ambiguous output.
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Figure 4.8: The Schematic Representation of the Semi-Automatic System for
Semantic Annotation and Retrieval of News Videos in Turkish.

with the news stories. But in this semi-automatic version, whole video texts

are fed into the IE components. Therefore, a separate alignment procedure is

required to align the extracted information with the news stories, which will def-

initely not lead to perfect alignment as some of the information will erroneously

be associated with the neighboring news stories. The task of associating the

texts with their corresponding speech is known as text-to-speech alignment in

the speech processing community but a tool to perform this task for Turkish is

currently unavailable to us and therefore we implement a rough approximation

approach to address the alignment of news stories with the named entities. Sim-

ilar procedures can be employed to align the other extracted information types

as well.

The proposed alignment procedure is based on a heuristic that for a named entity

included in a particular news story segment, the ratio of word index of the named

entity to overall word count of the corresponding video text is most probably

included in the ratio interval which begins with the ratio of the start second of

the corresponding news segment to the overall video length and ends with the

ratio of the end second of that segment to the overall video length, therefore they

can be mapped. The alignment procedure is presented in Algorithm 2 where
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Algorithm 2 NamedEntity-Segment Alignment

Require: The extracted named entity list neList.

Ensure: The value of video segment id for each ne in neList.

1: for all named entity ne in neList do

2: let v be the video file associated with ne

3: video start sec ⇐ min(sg.start second)

4: video end sec ⇐ max(sg.end second)

5: among all segments sg of v

6: for all segment s in the video file v do

7: if ne.word index in text/v.text word count

8: between

9: (s.start second-video start sec)/video end sec

10: and s.end second/video end sec then

11: ne.video segment id ⇐ s.id

12: end if

13: end for

14: end for

video start sec and video end sec are used to rule out the effects of those

seconds belonging to the beginning and ending sections of the news videos since

their segments are previously discarded and their transcriptions are not included

in the final video transcriptions. It should be noted that this procedure is error-

prone particularly at the news segment boundaries. At the boundaries, in order

to favor the preceding segments to the following ones, the procedure does not

subtract the video start sec from s.end second at line 10, although it is

subtracted from s.start second at line 9. Preceding segments are favored due

to the fact that during semantic retrieval, the interface enables its users to play

videos beginning from the particular news segment returned, and by favoring

the preceding segment, we try to make sure to a certain degree that segments

are not missed, since even if the actual segment is the following segment, the

user has the ability to see that segment anyway with the drawback that she/he

is superfluously exposed to the previous segment beforehand but nevertheless,

this situation is preferable to not seeing the actual video segment at all. The
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computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n.s) where n is the size of the

list of named entities extracted and s is the size of the list of news story segments.

To illustrate the idea behind the alignment algorithm, consider a news video

with a total length of 473 seconds where the start and end second pairs for a

total of 8 story segments of this video are: (10,69), (72,135), (138,210),

(213,269), (273,324), (326,348), (350,384), and (387,467). Hence, the

start second of the first segment is 10 and the end second of the last segment

is 467 which are assigned to video start sec and video end sec, respectively as

given in lines 3–4 of Algorithm 2. On the other hand, consider a named entity

FRANSA (‘FRANCE ’) of type location name mentioned in this video where the

token index of the named entity is 291 among a total of 658 tokens in the whole

video. As the ratio of this token index over the total token count (291
658

= 0.44) is

between the ratio of the start second of the fourth segment minus video start sec

over video end sec (213−10
467

= 0.43) and the ratio of the end second of the same

segment over video end sec (269
467

= 0.58), the alignment algorithm (correctly)

associates this named entity with this fourth segment of the video. The perfor-

mance evaluation of the alignment algorithm is provided in Section 5.2.3.1 along

with the evaluation results of the named entity recognizers on the texts of the

video data sets.

As the automatic hyperlinking module described in Section 3.2 makes use of the

list of named entities to search for the related Web news, for the case of the

semi-automatic system, the hyperlinking procedure will also be affected from

the misalignments performed by this algorithm.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Evaluation Data Sets

It is commonly acknowledged that sufficient data sets are indispensable for the

implementation of successful knowledge-based systems. For the purposes of the

current study, we also need considerable amount of textual and video data in

Turkish to build an effective system that utilizes IE techniques for semantic

annotation and retrieval of news videos in Turkish. But, to the best of our

knowledge, there exists no publicly available annotated text corpus for IE re-

search in Turkish, which mainly hinders related research. Similarly, we know

of no available video corpus in Turkish to be utilized in studies regarding video

indexing and retrieval.

One of the commonly utilized textual corpora in Turkish is METU Turkish cor-

pus [92] with about 2 million words, but it is not an annotated resource, hence an

additional annotation procedure should be employed to make use of this resource

during the development of learning systems or during the testing of practical sys-

tems for IE. Other resources include Bilkent’s TDT collection (BilCol-2005) [38]

which comprises Web news articles in Turkish from several news provider sites

and again Bilkent’s IR test collection [37] consisting of news articles published

by the Turkish newspaper, Milliyet. These resources have considerably larger

sizes and, as indicated, they are mostly convenient for research on TDT and IR,

respectively. Therefore, we compile and –when applicable– annotate our own

textual and video data sets to serve our needs in various stages of the study.
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Figure 5.1: A Snapshot of the Named Entity Annotation Tool.

Below described are our textual data sets utilized for training/testing our hybrid

named entity recognizer and for testing its rule based predecessor:

1. News Text Data Set : This data set contains 50 news articles from the

METU Turkish corpus [92]. The total number of words in this set is

about 101,700 while the number of distinct words (types) is 29,400. We

manually annotate this data set, using an annotation tool that we imple-

ment for this purpose, with the aforementioned MUC style named entity

tags (ENAMEX, TIMEX and NUMEX) leading to a total of 11,206 named enti-

ties. A snapshot of the implemented annotation tool is provided in Figure

5.1. The annotated entities encompass 3,280 person, 2,470 location, 3,124

organization names along with 1,413 date/time and 919 money/percent

expressions.

2. Financial News Text Data Set : This set comprises 350 financial news

articles created by a Turkish news provider, Anadolu Agency [1], which

was already annotated with the person and organization names only. We

postprocess this data set of about 84,300 words (with 23,850 types) to
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make some corrections on the existing annotations and the resulting set

contains a total of 5,635 named entities where 1,114 of them are person

names and 4,521 of them are organization names.

3. Child Stories Data Set : The set of child stories corresponds to two stories

by the same author [58, 59] which was already previously utilized in [69,

70]. The set contains about 19,000 words and 7,240 types. The manual

annotation process results in the annotation of 1,084 named entities with

836 person, 157 location, 6 organization names in addition to 65 date/time

and 20 money/percent expressions1.

4. Historical Text Data Set : Similar to the previous data set, the historical

text set was used in [69, 70] and it is composed of the first three chap-

ters of a book on Turkish history [99]. This text contains about 20,100

words (9,150 types) with a total of 1,173 named entities after annotation,

with 387 person, 585 location, 122 organization names, and 79 date/time

expressions.

Statistical information on the textual data sets is also provided in Table 5.1 as

the number of words and the number of named entities that they contain.

Table 5.1: Statistical Information on the Text Data Sets.

Data Set Word Count Type Count NE Count
News Text Data Set [92] 101,700 29,400 11,206
Financial News Text Data Set [1] 84,300 23,850 5,635
Child Stories Data Set [58, 59] 19,000 7,240 1,084
Historical Text Data Set [99] 20,100 9,150 1,173

Having provided summary information about our textual data sets, below we

present the details of our two distinct video data sets which are utilized by the

proposed fully automated and semi-automatic systems. Both of the data sets

comprise news videos broadcasted by TRT and the videos have exact speech

transcriptions as sliding texts as well. Information regarding these video data

sets is also summarized in Table 5.2.
1 The annotation processes on child stories and historical text data sets result in slight differences

from those provided in [69, 70] mostly due to some minor corrections in the existing annotated versions
in addition to some slight scope extensions.
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1. Video Data Set-1 : We have compiled a video corpus of 35 news videos

broadcasted by TRT during the February 6, 2009 - March 15, 2009 period

with a total duration of about four hours. The number of distinct news

stories in the data set is 340. This video data set is a low resolution

one and hence could not be automatically transcribed by the sliding text

recognizer described in Section 4.2.3. In order to utilize this video data set

in the training/testing stages of the components of the proposed automatic

and semi-automatic systems, we manually transcribe it and the resulting

video text comprising 20,940 words is also annotated with named entities

leading to a total of 2,534 named entities (595 person, 1,062 location, and

489 organization names along with 32 time, 241 date, 80 money, and 35

percent expressions). The total number of semantic events annotated in

this set is 463 where there are 69 distinct events among them (as previously

given in Section 3.4). This low resolution data set is mainly used as the

training data set for the applicable components of the fully automated

indexing and retrieval system.

2. Video Data Set-2 : Our second data set comprises 19 videos broadcasted

in the fourth, fifth, and sixth months of 2007 again by TRT with a total

duration of 1.5 hours. The number of news stories included in the data set

is 182. The resolution of this data set is sufficient to be given as input to

the sliding text recognizer employed. But in order to assess the word error

rate of the sliding text recognition procedure, we have also transcribed

this data set and hence we have both the noisy (sliding text recognizer

output) and the corresponding perfect transcriptions of the videos. After

the annotation of the text of this set to create the answer key for named

entity recognition, it turns out that the video text includes a total of 1,408

named entities with 279 person, 534 location, and 373 organization names

in addition to 164 date, 21 time, 17 money, and 20 percent expressions.

This data set is annotated with 362 events where the number of distinct

event types is 55. This data set is mainly exploited as the evaluation data

set of the fully automated video indexing and retrieval system.
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Table 5.2: Statistical Information on the Video Data Sets.

Data Set Duration News Story Word Count NE Event
Count in Text Count Count

Video Data Set-1 4.0 hours 340 20,940 2,534 463
Video Data Set-2 1.5 hours 182 12,043 1,408 362

5.2 Evaluation of the Individual Components of the Fully Automated

System and Its Semi-Automatic Counterpart

5.2.1 Evaluation of the News Story Segmenter

The first functional module of the proposed systems, the audio based news story

segmenter successfully detects 339 boundaries out of the 340 actual boundaries

in Video Data Set-1 and only misses the remaining single segment by detecting

two distinct segments in it. Video Data Set-2 is also fed into the news story

segmenter and similar to the previous evaluation, the segmenter correctly detects

the boundaries of 181 out of 182 actual stories and it again detects two distinct

stories in the remaining single story. These results indicate that the employed

news story segmentation scheme is highly accurate and hence convenient for the

proposed systems.

5.2.2 Evaluation of the Sliding Text Recognizer

The news story segments of Video Data Set-2 are then fed into the sliding

text recognizer (Section 4.2.3) to obtain the complete transcriptions and the

resulting text output of the recognizer comprising 12,043 words has a WER of

22.25%. The fact that this WER will possibly lead to low success rates during

IE and therefore jeopardize the overall purpose of the proposed fully automated

system, we execute the two-phase correction approach described in Section 4.2.3

to decrease WER. After the execution of this automatic correction procedure,

the error rate drops down to 8.93%. This error rate is highly favorable since to

the best of our knowledge, state of the art ASR systems, even for well studied

languages such as English, cannot achieve comparable results [16].
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Henceforth, discarding the raw output of the sliding text recognizer, this auto-

matically corrected, but still noisy, output is considered as the video texts of

Video Data Set-2. But its corresponding manually transcribed perfect counter-

part is also retained and given as input to various IE components of the system

for comparison purposes.

5.2.3 Evaluation of the Information Extraction Components

5.2.3.1 Evaluation of the Named Entity Recognizer

In this section we present the evaluation results of the rule based named entity

recognizer and its hybrid successor both on our textual data sets and on the

video texts described in Section 5.1.

NER Evaluation on the Textual Data Sets:

The evaluation results of the initial rule based named entity recognizer, pro-

posed for the news domain, on the textual data sets are provided in Table 5.3 in

terms of the metrics of precision, recall, and F-measure as utilized in [77]. The

metrics are expressed as percentages in all of the tables corresponding to the

evaluation results. These metrics, also giving half credit to partial extractions

where the type of the extracted named entity is correct but its span is incorrect,

are calculated as follows [77]:

Precision =
Correct+ 0.5 ∗ Partial

Correct+ Spurious+ 0.5 ∗ Partial
(5.1)

Recall =
Correct+ 0.5 ∗ Partial

Correct+Missing + 0.5 ∗ Partial
(5.2)

F−Measure =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(5.3)

In the above formulae, Correct corresponds to the number of named entities

extracted by the recognizer which are exactly the same as their counterparts in
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the answer key, in terms of their location in text, their named entity types and

the tokens they comprise. Spurious represents the number of entities spuriously

(erroneously) extracted by the recognizer, i.e., they do not have corresponding

annotations in the answer key and Missing is the number of named entities

which are not annotated, hence missed, by the recognizer although they are

annotated in the answer key. Lastly, Partial denotes the number of named

entities extracted by the recognizer which have corresponding entities annotated

in the answer key with the same type, hence their types are correct but the tokens

they contain are not exactly the same since either some tokens are erroneously

missed or included by the recognizer. An example partial extraction occurs

when only the name of a person entity is annotated by the recognizer although

the consecutive word is the surname of the entity and the answer key correctly

contains the name-surname pair collectively annotated as a person entity.

Table 5.3: Evaluation Results of the Rule Based Named Entity Recognizer on
the Textual Data Sets (Capitalization Feature is Turned Off).

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
News Text Data Set 85.15% 83.23% 84.18%
Financial News Text Data Set 71.70% 50.36% 59.17%
Child Stories Data Set 72.67% 76.81% 74.68%
Historical Text Data Set 53.57% 70.70% 60.96%

Though the data sets are not comparable in size or in terms of the number of

named entities that they contain, the recognizer achieves the best results on the

news text data set as expected, since news texts constitute its target genre. On

news texts, main sources of performance drop include the following:

1. Some common names which happen to be homonymous to some entries in

the lexical resources are erroneously extracted as named entities. For in-

stance, common names such as savaş (meaning ‘war ’ as a common name),

barış (meaning ‘peace’), and özen (meaning ‘care’) are among the names

in our dictionary of person names and erroneously extracted as person

names. This situation is one of the main causes of the drop in precision.

2. Although we include some well-known foreign politicians in our lexical

resources, other lesser-known foreign names cannot be recognized by our
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rule based recognizer and hence this situation leads to a decrease in recall.

A named entity recognizer particularly for English can be incorporated to

alleviate the effects of this problem, which is currently left as future work.

3. Similar to the first item above, during location and organization name ex-

traction, the recognizer performs erroneous extractions of the phrases such

as anlatmanın yolu (‘the way to tell ’) as location names since they match

the location patterns, and similarly phrases like ilk üniversitesi (‘first uni-

versity ’) as organization names for they match the organization patterns

employed by the recognizer.

4. Organization name recognition also suffers from the erroneous extractions

in case of compound organization names. For instance, for the organization

name İstanbul Üniversitesi Siyasal Bilgiler Fakültesi (‘İstanbul University

Political Science Faculty ’), the system extracts two distinct location names

of İstanbul Üniversitesi and Bilgiler Fakültesi.

5. Lastly, an anticipated cause of the performance drop is that some named

entities are not covered by the lexical resources and the pattern bases,

which results in a certain decrease in the recall of the recognizer.

The financial text data set is close to the news text set in size and evaluation

results on financial texts are considerably lower. The main source of the low

performance is the frequent occurrence of company names in the text, most of

which are not included in the lexical resources and also cannot be extracted

using the pattern bases of the recognizer. This situation is revealed as a low

recall rate of 50.31% as compared to the considerably better precision rate of

71.47% for the case of the financial news texts.

The performance of the recognizer on child stories is better than its performance

on financial texts and historical texts. The main source of performance degrada-

tion is the existence of some foreign names annotated in the child stories which

cannot be extracted by the recognizer. Actually, the existence of foreign names

is a common cause of performance drop for all four data sets, as pointed out

previously.
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Lastly, similar to the case of financial news texts, the system achieves a very

low precision rate when executed on historical texts. The main cause of this

result is the homonymy of the names of some empires (organization names)

prevalent in the historical text data set with some person or location names.

A frequent example case, also addressed in Section 3.1.2, is Selçuk which is a

common male first name but it is also the name of a historical dynasty (‘the

Seljuks ’). Each occurrence of this name is erroneously extracted as a person

name by the recognizer instead of an organization name. The comparatively

high recall rate on the historical text genre can be attributed to the fact that a

considerable proportion of the named entities in the historical text data set are

location names and as previously pointed out in Section 3.1.2, location names

seem to demonstrate the least diversity across different text genres. Hence, the

rule based recognizer achieves a satisfactory performance during the extraction

of these location names from the historical text data set, which is revealed as

a considerably high overall recall rate for this genre. Above discussion confirms

that most of the time the rule based recognizer is prone to low performance on

text genres different from generic news texts.

It should be noted that the evaluation results in Table 5.3 are obtained when

the recognizer is run without utilizing the capitalization information. When

the capitalization feature is turned on, the recognizer extracts those entities

included in the lexical resources or those entities satisfying the pattern bases

with the capitalization constraint that initial character of each token in the

extracted entity should be capitalized. If the initial character of each token in a

candidate entity is not capitalized, then this entity is discarded by the recognizer

when the capitalization feature is turned on.

The evaluation results on the textual data sets when the capitalization feature is

turned on are presented in Figure 5.4. These results reflect that the employment

of the capitalization information leads to considerable improvement in precision

in all cases as compared to the results presented in Table 5.3 together with a very

slight decrease in recall. The increase in precision is an expected result since

the homonymity of some common names with some person names in our person

name list is a significant cause of the decrease in precision when capitalization is
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not utilized. Since proper person names are capitalized but common names are

not (apart from those common names which are sentence initial and hence their

initial characters are capitalized), employment of the capitalization feature by

the recognizer prevents erroneous extractions of these common names as proper

person names. Considering the very slight decrease in recall, it is due to the

fact that there exist very limited number of named entities in our data sets the

initial letters of which are not capitalized although they should be and that these

named entities are detectable by the recognizer when the capitalization feature

is turned off. Therefore, when the capitalization feature is turned on, these few

named entities are eliminated and hence missed by the recognizer leading to the

slight decrease in recall.

Table 5.4: Evaluation Results of the Rule Based Named Entity Recognizer on
the Textual Data Sets (Capitalization Feature is Turned On).

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
News Text Data Set 93.41% 83.12% 87.96%
Financial News Text Data Set 79.02% 50.14% 61.35%
Child Stories Data Set 87.50% 76.47% 81.61%
Historical Text Data Set 79.38% 70.34% 74.59%

Considering the hybrid named entity recognizer, Table 5.5 demonstrates 10–fold

cross validation results of the hybrid recognizer on the same data sets. The data

sets are randomly divided into 10 equal partitions and in 10 turns, one distinct

partition is selected as the test data set and the remaining 9 partitions are used

as the training data set for the rote learner component of the hybrid recognizer.

The evaluations in each turn are performed after the core rule based recognizer

is turned into a hybrid recognizer with the additional lexical resources encom-

passing entities annotated in the training data set as described in Section 3.1.2.

The recall, precision, and F-measure rates provided in Table 5.5 are the averages

of the results obtained in these 10 turns.

It should be noted that the training process is separately performed for each data

set during the evaluation of the corresponding text genre. To clarify, for each text

genre, hence for each text data set, the rote learning component extracts high

confidence entities in the training part of the data set and these extracted entities

constitute the learned lexical resources of the hybrid recognizer. For instance,
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Table 5.5: 10–Fold Cross Validation Results of the Hybrid Named Entity Rec-
ognizer on the Textual Data Sets (Capitalization Feature is Turned Off).

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
News Text Data Set 85.33% 87.22% 86.25%
Financial News Text Data Set 77.90% 72.06% 74.36%
Child Stories Data Set 77.05% 95.82% 85.34%
Historical Text Data Set 58.16% 79.82% 66.94%

during the evaluation of the historical text data set, the learned resources of the

hybrid recognizer only include those entities learned from the training part of

the historical data set.

The evaluation results in Table 5.5 demonstrate that the hybrid approach leads

to better results as compared to the results of its rule based predecessor in

Table 5.3. As the sizes of the data sets are different from each other, we cannot

derive a sound conclusion on which data set the recognizer achieves the best

improvement. Yet, for all of the text genres, even for the news text data set which

belongs to the initial target genre of the recognizer with a modest improvement

of 2.07% in F-measure, it can be concluded that the hybrid approach results in

considerable improvements in the success rates.

It should be noted that for the news text data set, the precision is almost un-

changed when the hybrid recognizer’s results in Table 5.5 and that of the rule

based recognizer’s in Table 5.3 are compared. This finding is due to the fact

that the learned resources cause new correct extractions as well as new spurious

(erroneous) extractions on the news texts but these extractions do not yield a

significant change in the precision although the correct ones result in a signifi-

cant increase in recall, as recall is not affected by erroneous extractions. Hence,

we observe an overall 2.07% improvement in F-measure. Nevertheless, the hy-

brid recognizer is mainly proposed to alleviate the effects of the porting problem

of the rule based recognizer in other text genres distinct from news texts, and

the comparison of the results for three other genres in Table 5.5 and Table 5.3

reveals that both the precision and the recall of the hybrid recognizer are con-

siderably better than that of the rule based recognizer for these genres.
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Table 5.6: 10–Fold Cross Validation Results of the Hybrid Named Entity Rec-
ognizer on the Textual Data Sets (Capitalization Feature is Turned On).

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
News Text Data Set 93.38% 87.14% 90.13%
Financial News Text Data Set 83.56% 71.94% 76.80%
Child Stories Data Set 89.72% 95.45% 92.47%
Historical Text Data Set 82.15% 79.53% 80.66%

The evaluation results of the hybrid recognizer when the capitalization informa-

tion is utilized are provided in Table 5.6. Similar to the point made during the

evaluation of the rule based recognizer in the previous subsection, as we compare

the results in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, we can conclude that the employment

of the capitalization information results in considerable improvements on the

precision and hence on the F-measure of the hybrid recognizer, since recall is

almost not affected. Again similar to the points made during the comparison

of the cases when the capitalization feature is turned off and on in the previous

subsection, slight decreases in recall are observed in Table 5.6 when they are

compared to the results in Table 5.5 again due to very few real named entities

in the text data sets the initial letters of which are not capitalized although they

should be.

Currently, the hybrid named entity recognizer is trained with all the available

annotated data and can be executed on the four different text genres of news

texts, financial news texts, child stories, and historical texts. However, the

current annotated data sets –especially those for child stories and historical

texts– are sparse and in order to increase the coverage of the recognizer for these

genres, more annotated training data should be fed into the hybrid recognizer.

As emphasized previously, IE research on Turkish texts is rare compared to Eu-

ropean languages such as English, German, Spanish as well as Japanese and

Chinese. There are even less number of studies on NER in Turkish. While

reviewing the relevant literature in order to compare the performance of our

rule based recognizer and its hybrid successor, we encounter only two practical

studies on NER: the person name extractor for financial news texts in Turkish

[31] and the statistical name tagger for Turkish [104]. The former study is par-
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ticularly proposed for financial news texts and it extracts person names only,

hence it is not a complete named entity recognizer. Moreover, the evaluation

of this study [31] requires the analysis of a significant amount of unannotated

training data (orders of million tokens) followed by a manual examination phase

which is far too time-consuming to be performed in practical settings. These

reasons prevent us from making a fair comparison of this person name extractor

and our named entity recognizers. To the best of our knowledge, the statistical

name tagger proposed in [104] is the sole study that is similar in scope to our

named entity recognizer proposals. A main distinction is that the statistical

system considers only person, location, and organization names but our recog-

nizers also consider time, date, money, and percent expressions in addition to

the former three types. It is reported in [104] that their system is trained on

annotated newspaper articles with 492,821 words and evaluated on a test set

of 28,000 words, but, since neither the training and testing data sets nor the

statistical system itself is available to us to make a comparison of this system

with our proposals, we could not evaluate our proposals over this system on the

same data set.

Table 5.7: A Qualitative Comparison of the NER Approaches for Turkish Texts.

NER System
Employed Approach Considered Named Entity Types

Target Domain
Rule based Learning Per. Loc. Org. Num. Time

Person Name Extrac-
tor [31]

X × X × × × × Financial
news texts

Statistical Name Tag-
ger [104]

× X X X X × × Domain-
independent

Rule Based Named
Entity Recognizer

X × X X X X X News texts

Hybrid Named Entity
Recognizer

X X X X X X X Domain-
independent

A summary of the above discussion regarding the comparison of the proposed

approaches is also provided in Table 5.7. In this table, the last two rows cor-

respond to the features of the rule based and hybrid named entity recognizers

proposed within the scope of this thesis and the abbreviations of Per., Loc.,

Org., Num., Time are utilized in the table to denote the named entity types of

person names, location names, organization names, numeric expressions (money

and percent) and temporal expressions (date and time), respectively.
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NER Evaluation on the Video Texts:

The transcription texts of the video data sets (Video Data Set-1 and Video Data

Set-2 ) are all in upper case, hence the capitalization feature cannot be utilized

during NER evaluation on the video texts. Video Data Set-1 is mainly utilized

as the test data set by the semi-automatic system and when applicable as a

training data set for the fully automated system. The evaluation results of the

rule based named entity recognizer on Video Data Set-1 are given in Table 5.8.

The results in Table 5.8 are satisfactory considering the fact that capitalization

is not utilized.

Table 5.8: Evaluation Results of the Rule Based Named Entity Recognizer on
the Text of Video Data Set-1.

Precision Recall F-Measure
86.24% 86.77% 86.51%

As we have previously pointed out, named entities and news story segments are

independently extracted in the semi-automated system through different modal-

ities hence there is no inherent association between these two information sets

although both of them are already associated with the raw video files. In order to

address this problem and thereby make the news segment retrieval possible, we

have proposed an alignment algorithm in Section 4.3. The named entity-segment

alignment procedure presented in Algorithm 2 results in the correct alignment

of 86.97% of all the named entities extracted to their news story segments of

Video Data Set-1.

Table 5.9: Evaluation Results of the Rule Based Named Entity Recognizer on
the Text of Video Data Set-2.

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
Sliding Text 83.92% 80.20% 82.02%
Perfect Transcript 85.42% 87.65% 86.52%

The performance of the rule based named entity recognizer on the automatically

corrected video text of Video Data Set-2, with the WER of 8.93%, is presented in

the first row of Table 5.9. The performance of the recognizer on this video text is

satisfactory and as expected considering the WER of the text, that is, the input

text is not completely corrected, it is just corrected automatically as described
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in the previous section. The evaluation results of the named entity recognizer on

perfect transcription of the same data set are given in the second row of Table 5.9.

The results in Table 5.9 constitute the first reports of the performance of a named

entity recognizer for Turkish on noisy and the corresponding perfect data. A

similar performance evaluation is provided in [89] presenting an overview of

the first IE evaluation from broadcast news which had been performed as part

of a related workshop. The main IE task considered is a multilingual entity

extraction task for foreign languages including Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese.

It is pointed out that on a perfect transcript, the performance of the best system

is 91% in F-measure and when WER is 15%, the performance of the best system

is 82% [89].

Video Data Set-1 is utilized as training data to enhance the hybrid named entity

recognizer by learning from genuine news video text before the hybrid recognizer

is evaluated on Video Data Set-2. The performance evaluation of the resulting

hybrid recognizer on the text of Video Data Set-2 is provided in Table 5.10.

When we compare the results in this table and those in Table 5.9, we see that

there is an increase of 0.76% in F-measure on the noisy transcript (sliding text)

and an increase of 1.41% on the perfect transcript. These increases in perfor-

mance are, though modest, significant since the whole process is automatic and

they also serve to confirm that rote learning could be used to automatically en-

hance the capabilities of the rule based named entity recognizer when sufficient

annotated corpora are available.

Table 5.10: Evaluation Results of the Hybrid Named Entity Recognizer on the
Text of Video Data Set-2.

Data Set Precision Recall F-Measure
Sliding Text 83.50% 82.07% 82.78%
Perfect Transcript 84.98% 91.10% 87.93%

As the performance of the person entity extraction and coreference resolution

tasks described in Section 3.3 depends on the performance of the NER task, we

do not carry out any separate evaluation procedures for these tasks.
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5.2.3.2 Evaluation of the Automatic Hyperlinker

The Web alignment procedure of the semantic video annotation and retrieval

system, described in Section 3.2, is evaluated on the Video Data Set-2 utilizing

the extracted named entities. At the end of Web crawling, a total of 239 Web

news are determined for the 149 of 183 segments of the video data set output

by the news story segmenter module. Similar to the evaluation of the Web

alignment task in [30], we assess the alignment of the news stories and the

Web articles using three classes: Good, Fair, and Bad. Good means both the

Web news article and the associated news story are on the same event but the

Web article may include more details. Fair corresponds to the case where the

main topics in both sources are similar but the actual events are not exactly

the same and Bad means that the Web article and news story are on different

topics. The classification process has taken about 1.5 hours for the 239 URLs

determined. We provide the precision and coverage graphs of the Web alignment

procedure in Figure 5.2 against the confidence levels. Here, each confidence

level denotes all Web articles with at least the specified confidence value. For

instance, in case of the confidence level of 0.7, all Web articles having 0.7 or

higher confidence are considered. The precision for the Fair class is the ratio

between the number of Web news classified as Fair or Good among all news

stories for each confidence level. The precision for the Good class is the ratio

between the number of Web news classified as Good among all news stories for

each confidence level. Coverage is calculated as the number Web news articles

detected for each confidence level over all of the news story segments. As also

pointed out in [30], we cannot employ recall measure in this evaluation as it

necessitates manual classification of all Web news articles published by Milliyet

within the broadcast date interval of Video Data Set-2.

The precision of the Web alignment procedure is satisfactory, especially for the

Fair case, for a first attempt to employ this procedure for Turkish news videos.

For both cases, there is slight variation in precision especially after reaching

its peak value around the confidence levels of 0.7 and 0.8. As we increase our

confidence above these levels, the total number of Web articles with these high
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Figure 5.2: The Evaluation Results of the Web Alignment Procedure.

confidences decrease as well as the number of Fair or Good articles among them.

This observation may be attributed to the fact that the ratio of the Web arti-

cles classified as Fair or Good over all Web articles is almost equal for all the

considered confidence levels, especially above the levels of 0.7 (for Good case)

and 0.8 (for Fair case) where peak precision values are attained. Put another

way, increasing the confidence levels above those corresponding to peak preci-

sion values results in the loss of those Fair or Good articles which have lower

confidence and hence precision rates remain almost unchanged.

The results in Figure 5.2 also denote significant error rates which actually lead

to noise in our information sources, hence we keep only those URLs classified as

Good, similar to the manual alignment correction procedure employed in [47]. As

mentioned previously, the classification process took about 1.5 hours in our case,

which is an acceptable time period for this procedure. But it should be noted

that this manual correction procedure is only a decision to be taken or not, and

hence if it is not taken, we still keep the automatic nature of the system with

some noise introduced into the automatically extracted semantic information.

The resulting Web news articles are associated with the corresponding news

story segments. The contents of the aligned Web articles are also fed into the

named entity recognizer of the system and the extracted entities are associated

with the related news story segments.
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5.2.3.3 Evaluation of the Event Extractor

During the evaluation of keyword based event extraction on Video Data Set-2,

16 distinct evaluations are performed utilizing combinations of the values for the

following parameters:

• The Test Data Set : Noisy text (sliding text recognizer output after the

two-phase automatic correction procedure) or clean text (perfect manual

transcription).

• The Size of the Keywords Utilized : The most frequent 5 (top-5) or the

most frequent 10 (top-10) keywords.

• Stemming : Utilizing the keywords as they are or utilizing their stems.

• The Utilization of Co-occurrence Patterns of Events in the Training Data

Set or Not : This parameter is based on the idea that among the events

extracted from a news story, low confidence ones which do not appear

together with the higher confidence events in any news story in the training

data set may be eliminated. Therefore, the utilization of the co-occurrence

patterns of events entails the elimination of such low confidence events

extracted from the test data set, as a post-processing step.

The most frequent 10 event types automatically determined from the training

data set (Video Data Set-1 ) as described in Section 3.4 include Statement, Death,

Trial/Investigation, Crash, Weather, Meeting, Attack, Injury, Election, and Op-

eration. The most frequent keywords for these event types are previously given

in Table 3.1 in Section 3.4. The text of Video Data Set-2 is annotated with the

events conveyed in the news stories of the videos in this set. For the 182 news

stories of this data set, a total of 362 events are annotated, hence similar to the

annotation of the training data, each news story may be annotated with more

than one event. The breakdown of these 362 events among the 55 distinct event

types is provided in Table B.2 in Appendix B.

The evaluation results for the distinct parameter settings are presented as dis-

tinct precision and recall graphs in Figure 5.3(a) to 5.4(b) for each confidence
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(a) Precision Rates Using Top-5 Keywords on
the Noisy News Video Texts.

(b) Recall Rates Using Top-5 Keywords on the
Noisy News Video Texts.

(c) Precision Rates Using Top-10 Keywords on
the Noisy News Video Texts.

(d) Recall Rates Using Top-10 Keywords on the
Noisy News Video Texts.

Figure 5.3: The Evaluation Results of Event Extraction from the Noisy News
Video Texts.

level from 0 to 0.5. The evaluation results are promising for a first attempt to

address automatic semantic event extraction from news videos in Turkish.

When the graphs in Figure 5.3(a) to 5.4(b) are examined, it is observed that

recall values on clean texts are slightly higher than those on noisy texts and preci-

sion values are slightly lower for most confidence levels. As we expected, utilizing

top-5 keywords against top-10 keywords, using tokens as keywords against using

the stems, and the utilization of co-occurrence patterns of events in the training

data set, indicated as Event Elimination in the figures, against non-utilization

of the patterns increase the precision of event extraction, however their employ-

ment leads to decrease in the recall of the procedure. It should be noted that the
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(a) Precision Rates Using Top-5 Keywords on
the Clean News Video Texts.

(b) Recall Rates Using Top-5 Keywords on the
Clean News Video Texts.

(c) Precision Rates Using Top-10 Keywords on
the Clean News Video Texts.

(d) Recall Rates Using Top-10 Keywords on the
Clean News Video Texts.

Figure 5.4: The Evaluation Results of Event Extraction from the Clean News
Video Texts.

relevant keywords for the 10 considered events are determined by using Video

Data Set-1, which has a total duration of 4 hours, as the training data set. This

is actually a limited set for the task and if a training data set of larger size can

be accessed, we expect the results in Figure 5.3(a) to 5.4(b) to get improved.

There are not many studies on semantic event extraction from video texts in

Turkish. The sole study that we come across on the topic is presented in [103]

where the authors present a rule based event extractor for football Webcast texts.

They consider 90 texts corresponding to 90 football matches from Sporx [17] (a

sports news provider site) and use 70 of them to engineer the required rules for

the 17 event types and the remaining 20 of them are used during the testing of the
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rule based event extractor [103]. The considered event types are Corner, Corner-

Kick, Injury, Foul, Free-Kick, Goal, Offside, Out (Goal-Kick), Out (Throw-In),

Penalty, Penalty-Kick, Red Card, Save, Shot, Substitution, Throw-In, and Yellow

Card. It is reported in [103] that the rule based event extractor achieves an

overall precision of 97%, a recall of 85%, and hence an F-measure rate of 90.4%

on the Webcast texts of the 20 football matches. To compare our keyword based

approach to event extraction with this study, we have followed the same strategy

and annotated the Webcast texts of 70 football matches from Sporx (the training

set) to arrive at the frequent keywords for the 14 events that we consider since we

merge the pairs of events (Corner, Corner-Kick), (Penalty, Penalty-Kick), and

(Out (Goal-Kick), Out (Throw-In)) into the single events of Corner, Penalty,

and Out, respectively, as the events in these pairs are semantically very close

to each other compared to the remaining events in the whole list of 17 types.

This time, as the event text groups in the training set are almost disjoint, i.e.

each line of the texts usually denotes a single football event, we use the exact

tf × idf weights to order the keywords in each event group as it is done in

[114]. We use the top-4 keywords (or top-3 keywords since among the shared

keywords for different event types we eliminate the ones with lower confidence)

for each event type as the frequent keywords and calculate their normalized

confidence values. Next, we test the ultimate event extractor on the text of our

test data set corresponding to another 20 football matches and the precision

and recall graphs are given in Figure 5.5(a). As can be observed from the

figure, the highest rates are achieved when all extracted events (0-confidence

level in Figure 5.5(a)) or those events with at least 0.1 confidence are (0.1-

confidence level in Figure 5.5(a)) are considered where precision is 77.7%, recall

is 83%, and F-measure rate is 80.3% for these levels. Above these confidence

levels, precision rates start to increase and the recall rates start to decrease,

as expected. Also expected is the fact that these results are lower than those

evaluation results reported in [103]. This result can be attributed to the fact that

our approach is a fully automated keyword based approach while the approach

in [103] relies on manually engineered rules for each event type and manually

built systems for specific domains usually achieve better performance compared

to fully automated systems. But our approach is easily adaptable to other
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(a) The Evaluation Results of Automatic Event
Extraction.

(b) The Evaluation Results of Semi-Automatic
Event Extraction.

Figure 5.5: The Evaluation Results of Event Extraction from Football Webcast-
ing Texts.

domains provided that annotated data is available while the manual approach

is too labor-intensive and time-consuming to be adapted to other domains such

as generic news texts.

When the automatically extracted event keywords are manually organized again

by a native domain expert and hence make the presented event extraction scheme

a semi-automatic one, the results get considerably improved as shown in Figure

5.5(b). This manual intervention includes: (i) rearranging the order and confi-

dence values of the automatically determined keywords, (ii) extending the top-4

keywords by adding new keywords from the ordered set of keywords, (iii) adding

compound keywords by merging several keywords in the ordered set of keywords,

and (iv) adding new keywords with negative confidence values for some events to

make use of those keywords which do not coexist with the considered event (for

instance, adding the keyword kırmızı (‘red ’) with a negative confidence to the

YellowCard event as this keyword is a sign of a RedCard event). Using this ulti-

mate semi-automatic approach, for the confidence levels up to 0.1, the precision

and recall rates are 90.1% and 91.9%, respectively, hence an F-measure of 91%

is achieved. This is a comparatively less time-consuming and less labor-intensive

approach than the manual rule based approach [103] and its F-measure rate is

slightly better than that of the manual approach.
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CHAPTER 6

EMPLOYMENT OF THE INFORMATION

EXTRACTION COMPONENTS FOR

MULTILINGUAL VIDEO RETRIEVAL:

AN APPLICATION

So far, we have presented our IE components for Turkish and demonstrated their

employment within the context of automatic semantic indexing and retrieval of

news videos in Turkish. The proposed IE components may also be utilized

for semantic indexing and retrieval of video archives in other languages as well

provided that we have access to (i) a convenient ASR system for the language of

the considered video archive, and (ii) a machine translation (MT) system with

an acceptable accuracy from the video language to Turkish. The developed

IE components for Turkish then can readily be employed on the output of the

MT system and the videos can be annotated with the extracted information.

Thereby, multilingual video archives can be semantically indexed and accessed

through the extracted semantic information in Turkish.

In this chapter, we will describe an application of the above idea on videos

in English by employing an ASR tool for English together with an English-

to-Turkish MT system to extract Turkish transcriptions of the original videos.

The application involves our named entity recognizer as the IE component to

be executed on these transcriptions.

The system corresponding to the implementation of this approach is shown

schematically in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: The System for Multilingual Video Indexing and Retrieval Employ-
ing the Proposed IE Components.

In the following subsections, we first describe the components of the proposed

system and next we present information on a sample video data set in English

together with the evaluation results of our hybrid named entity recognizer on

the Turkish transcriptions of the videos in the set. Finally, we illustrate the

retrieval of the videos in English with a query example through the interface of

the system in the last subsection.

6.1 Main Components of the System

Apart from the named entity recognizer as the IE component along with the news

video database and the semantic retrieval interface which have been described

in detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the multilingual video retrieval system in

Figure 6.1 basically encompasses two components: an ASR system to transcribe

the videos in English and an MT system to translate the transcriptions from

English to Turkish. These two components are briefly described below:
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• The ASR System: The ASR system employed is the Sphinx system which

carries out continuous speech recognition in a speaker independent man-

ner [75]. The Sphinx system has prebuilt language models for several

languages including English, Chinese, and French [3]. Hence, it is readily

utilized to transcribe videos our video data set in English to be described

in the following subsection. The particular version of the ASR system em-

ployed is PocketSphinx [57] which reportedly achieves WER values ranging

between 9.73–13.95% on a 994-word task where better rates are obtained

when speed is sacrificed and lower rates are obtained when the system is

improved to execute faster.

• The MT System: An English to Turkish MT system [64] is employed to

translate the transcriptions to Turkish. The current BLEU score [86] of

this MT system is 20.

6.2 Evaluation and Discussion

The video data set on which the presented application is executed comprises

23 videos broadcasted by Youtube[20] which belong to the category of News &

Politics. The total duration of these videos is about 1 hour. The videos are first

given as input to the ASR system described in the previous section and their

transcriptions in English are obtained. Next, these transcriptions are translated

to Turkish by the English-to-Turkish MT system and hence we arrive at the

speech transcriptions of the original videos in Turkish. The total number of

tokens in the resulting text is 6,549 and the number of named entities in the

text is 270 (42 person, 123 location, and 44 organization names, 52 date and 9

money expressions, with no instances of time or percent expressions). Overall

evaluation results of our hybrid NER system on this text are given in Table 6.1

and the evaluation results for each named entity type are provided in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1: Evaluation Results of the Hybrid NER System on the Turkish Tran-
scriptions of the Video Data Set in English.

Precision Recall F-Measure
58.20% 72.34% 64.50%
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Table 6.2: Evaluation Results of the Hybrid NER System on the Turkish Tran-
scriptions of the Video Data Set in English for Each Named Entity Type.

Named Entity Type Precision Recall F-Measure
Person 14.14% 32.53% 19.70%
Location 79.92% 84.49% 82.14%
Organization 41.94% 44.83% 43.33%
Date 92.38% 94.17% 93.27%
Money 100% 100% 100%

The overall evaluation results on the translations of the transcriptions of the

videos in English are comparatively lower than those results on genuine news

video texts in Turkish. This is an expected result basically due to the prolifer-

ation of the foreign names uttered in the videos which are not covered by our

named entity recognizer for Turkish. A deeper examination of the results in

Table 6.2 reveals that the performance is especially hurt when person and orga-

nization names are considered. The results are particularly low for person name

extraction since foreign person names are not covered by our recognizer (except

the names of some well-known political figures) and also there are quite many

common names in the translations which are erroneously extracted as person

names which is already previously pointed out in Section 5.2.3.1 as a source of

the decrease in precision. The performance of the recognizer during the extrac-

tion of location names as well as money and date expressions is superior and

comparable to the results on genuine Turkish texts presented in Section 5.2.3.1.

Though the performance of the NER system on the translations is comparatively

lower than its performance on original transcriptions of videos in Turkish, the

former results can be improved by extending the lexical resources and the pat-

tern bases utilized by the NER system to cover common foreign named entities.

6.3 A Multilingual Query Example

We store production metadata and named entity information regarding the video

data set overviewed in the previous section to the news video database. A query

example over this video data set through the semantic retrieval interface of the

system is provided in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: A Boolean Query Example Over the Video Data Set in English
Through the Semantic Retrieval Interface.

The boolean query illustrated in Figure 6.2 includes the named entities of Bush

(former president of the USA), ABD (‘the USA’), and Amerika (‘America’)

which are combined with boolean operators. This query is also provided below

and the satisfying videos are listed on the corresponding result panel.

BUSH/PERSON AND (ABD/LOCATION OR AMERİKA/LOCATION)

We have extended the existing interface to enable the users to examine the

English transcriptions of the videos and their translations in Turkish through

the corresponding buttons at the bottom of the video panel, as illustrated in

Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b). With this extension, the users who do not

know the language of the original videos (English, in this case) will also be

benefiting from these videos through the interface.

To sum up, the named entities extracted from the Turkish translations of the

transcriptions of the videos in English provide a plausible means to access these

videos over this semantic information. If ASR systems for some other languages

and MT systems from these languages to Turkish can be supplied, then this
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(a) English Transcriptions. (b) Translations in Turkish.

Figure 6.3: English Transcriptions and Their Translations in Turkish Corre-
sponding to the Selected Video in Figure 6.2.

system can be implemented for video archives in these languages as well, hence

the overall system facilitates multilingual semantic video retrieval.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Automatic semantic annotation of large news video archives is an important re-

search problem in multimedia processing. As audio-visual features automatically

extracted from the videos are usually far from being sufficient for semantic video

indexing, video texts –if available– stay as a viable candidate information source

from which semantic information regarding the videos under consideration can

readily be extracted.

In this thesis, we propose a text-based fully automated system for semantic

annotation and retrieval of the news videos in Turkish. The system makes

use of several IE techniques including NER with date normalization, automatic

hyperlinking, person entity extraction with coreference resolution, and event ex-

traction. The outputs of the components implemented for these techniques are

utilized as the semantic annotations of the underlying video archives and users

can access the videos over these annotations. Apart from these IE components,

the proposed system comprises a news video database, a news story segmenter, a

sliding text recognizer, and a semantic retrieval interface. Also proposed within

the course of this study is a semi-automatic version of the fully automated system

for cases where the video texts cannot be obtained automatically. Novel compo-

nents to carry out the aforementioned IE tasks are implemented and seamlessly

integrated into the ultimate systems. For the evaluation of the components

of the proposed systems, annotation and evaluation tools are implemented and

genuine video corpora broadcasted by Turkish Radio and Television Corporation

are used. Moreover, considerable amount of textual corpora as well as the video
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texts of the aforementioned video corpora are annotated and used to train and

evaluate the components of the systems. The performance evaluations of the

components of the systems both on noisy and clean video texts are presented.

The current study is significant since, to the best of our knowledge, it proposes

the first fully automated system for semantic annotation and retrieval of news

videos in Turkish. The proposed fully automated and semi-automatic systems

are also quite generic and by replacing the necessary components of these sys-

tems with the necessary counterparts for other languages, the systems can well

be employed for videos in these languages. Moreover, novel approaches are pro-

posed and implemented for various IE tasks on Turkish texts which provide a

baseline upon which other approaches to the considered IE tasks can be built

and compared with the proposed approaches. Finally, we also utilize our hybrid

named entity recognizer, news video database, and semantic retrieval interface

along with an ASR system for English and an MT system from English to Turk-

ish to facilitate multilingual semantic video retrieval.

Future work based on this thesis include the following:

• The hybrid named entity recognizer for Turkish can be extended to extract

other named entity types distinct from the basic types of person, location,

organization names and time, date, money, and percent expressions. The

extended types may include nationality names, URLs, and e-mail addresses

among others. Named entity ontologies such as the one proposed in [93]

can be used during the implementation of this extension. Another direction

of research is the integration of similar recognizers for languages such as

English to our recognizer, to increase its coverage.

• If considerable amount of annotated data can be made available, pure

statistical/supervised methods can be employed for NER and the results

can be compared with that of the hybrid named entity recognizer and if the

performance of any of the newly implemented approaches turns of to be

better than our hybrid recognizer, we can replace the hybrid recognizer in

the proposed systems with the new best performing NER implementation.
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• Regarding event extraction from news video texts, if the size of the training

data set can be increased, a wider range of event types could be included

in the scope of the event extraction component which currently considers

10 most frequent events in the training data set. Furthermore, related

controlled vocabularies such as the NewsCodes of the International Press

Telecommunications Council (IPTC) can be used to determine the ulti-

mate semantic event types [7].

• The natural language interface of the implemented system for Turkish news

videos can be improved to handle a wider range of queries by integrating

deeper language processing tools into the interface.

• We have not carried out any improvements regarding the time and space

complexity of the implemented approaches as we currently expect our sys-

tems to extract semantic annotations offline. But to scale especially the

fully automated system to handle news video archives of considerable size,

some implementation improvements should be made to decrease the time

and space requirements in order for offline information extraction to be

performed in reasonable time/space settings.

• Based on the extracted semantic information from news videos, automatic

news categorization and summarization facilities can be implemented and

integrated into the proposed semantic indexing and retrieval systems.

• Based on the generic system, similar systems for other languages can be

built and their performance can be evaluated on convenient news video

corpora so that the applicability of the proposed system can further be

tested. Doing so, the system can be evaluated on commonly employed

multilingual data sets of the multimedia processing community, such as

TRECVID news video data sets [95]. To the best of our knowledge, the

existing data sets of TRECVID are in English, Dutch, Arabic, and Chinese

[18]. Hence, by building semantic indexing and retrieval systems based on

the generic system for the aforementioned languages, experimentation on

TRECVID data sets and comparisons with other approaches evaluated on

these data sets could be possible.
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APPENDIX A

STOPWORD LIST UTILIZED DURING FULL

PERSON ENTITY AND EVENT EXTRACTION

Table A.1: Stopword List (Slightly Extended Version of the List Provided in
[37]).

adeta bunlar etmesi karşın olmadı şey
ama bunları etti kendi olmadığı şöyle
ancak bunların ettiği kendilerine olmak şu
arada bunu ettiğini kendini olması şunları
ayrıca bunun gibi kendisi olmayan tarafından
az burada göre kendisine olmaz üzere
bana çok hala kendisini olsa var
bazı çünkü halen kere olsun vardı
belki da hangi kez olup ve
ben daha hatta ki olur veya
beni de hem kim olursa ya
benim defa henüz kimse oluyor yani
beri değil her mı ona yapacak
bile diğer herhangi mi onlar yapılan
bir diye herkesin mu onları yapılması
birçok dolayı hiç mü onların yapıyor
biri dolayısıyla hiçbir nasıl onu yapmak
birkaç edecek için ne onun yaptı
biz eden ila neden oysa yaptığı
bize ederek ile nedenle önce yaptığını
bizi edilecek ilgili o öyle yaptıkları
bizim ediliyor ilk olan pek yeni
böyle edilmesi ise olarak rağmen yerine
böylece ediyor işte oldu sadece yine
bu eğer itibaren olduğu siz yoksa
buna en itibariyle olduğunu son zaten
bundan eski kadar olduklarını sonra
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APPENDIX B

SEMANTIC EVENTS ANNOTATED IN THE

TRAINING AND TEST VIDEO TEXTS

Table B.1: Semantic Events in the Training Video Text Corresponding to 340
News Stories (with Frequencies in Parentheses).

Arrangement (6) Explosion (2) Research (1)
Arrest (8) Festival (3) Response (1)
Attack (18) Fight (1) Restoration (1)
Bid (1) Fire (4) Retreat (3)
Ceremony (4) Flood (2) Reveal (1)
Claim (1) Funeral (5) Sentence (3)
Collaboration (1) Injury (14) Set Free (3)
Commemoration (1) Inquiry (2) Slaughter (1)
Conflict (4) Intoxication (6) Startup (2)
Contest (1) Invasion (2) Statement (104)
Corruption (2) Law Acceptance (1) Stock-market Decline (6)
Crash (20) Lottery (4) Sue (4)
Crisis (9) Meeting (19) Suicide Attack (2)
Custody (6) Murder (3) Takeover (1)
Deal (2) Objection (1) Talk (1)
Death (45) Official Complaint (1) Testimony (2)
Disaster (6) Operation (10) Traffic Jam (1)
Discovery (2) Poll (1) Treatment (4)
Discussion (1) Price Change (6) Trial/Investigation (43)
Earthquake (2) Protest (2) Unemployment (2)
Election (11) Punishment (3) Visit (6)
Epidemic (1) Put Off (1) War (1)
Examination (5) Refusal of Law Change (1) Weather (19)
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Table B.2: Semantic Events in the Test Video Text Corresponding to 182 News
Stories (with Frequencies in Parentheses).

Arrangement (1) Examination (1) Resignation (4)
Arrest (4) Explosion (2) Restoration (1)
Attack (1) Festival (2) Sabotage (2)
Attack (14) Flood (2) Sentence (1)
Ceremony (6) Funeral (3) Set Free (2)
Claim (3) Immigration (1) Sham Battle (1)
Collaboration (10) Injury (16) Sports (3)
Commemoration (1) Intoxication (1) Statement (77)
Conflict (5) Invasion (1) Sue (1)
Contest (2) Kidnap (1) Suicide Attack (2)
Control (1) Law Acceptance (6) Talk (2)
Crash (6) Meeting (22) Tourism (1)
Custody (7) Operation (15) Treatment (4)
Death (26) Poll (2) Trial/Investigation (15)
Delegation (1) Price Change (5) Unemployment (1)
Disaster (1) Protest (6) Visit (7)
Discovery (1) Punishment (1) Weather (5)
Election (46) Refusal of Law Change (3)
Establishment (4) Research (3)
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APPENDIX C

SQL EXPRESSION CORRESPONDING TO THE

EXAMPLE QUERY POSED THROUGH THE

SEMANTIC RETRIEVAL INTERFACE

----Query: SARKOZY/PERSON AND STATEMENT/EVENT[0.1]

--To cover the videos including the specified name as

--a person entity.

(select file_path, broadcast_date, duration_in_seconds,

video_segment_id, start_second

from t_news_video, t_news_video_segment, t_named_entity

where t_news_video.id = t_named_entity.video_id and

t_news_video_segment.id = t_named_entity.video_segment_id and

named_entity_type = ‘PERSON’ and named_entity = ‘SARKOZY’

union

--To cover the videos including entities which are aliases

--of the specified name.

select file_path, broadcast_date, duration_in_seconds,

video_segment_id, start_second

from t_news_video, t_news_video_segment, t_named_entity

where t_news_video.id = t_named_entity.video_id and

t_news_video_segment.id = t_named_entity.video_segment_id and

named_entity_type = ‘PERSON’ and named_entity in

(select name from t_person_alias

where person_id in (select id from t_person_composite

where name = ‘SARKOZY’))
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union

--To cover the videos including entities for which the

--specified name is an alias.

select file_path, broadcast_date, duration_in_seconds,

video_segment_id, start_second

from t_news_video, t_news_video_segment, t_named_entity

where t_news_video.id = t_named_entity.video_id and

t_news_video_segment.id = t_named_entity.video_segment_id and

named_entity_type = ‘PERSON’ and named_entity in

(select name from t_person_composite

where id in (select person_id from t_person_alias

where name = ‘SARKOZY’))

union

--To cover the videos including entities which are aliases

--of entities having the specified name as an alias.

select file_path, broadcast_date, duration_in_seconds,

video_segment_id, start_second

from t_news_video, t_news_video_segment, t_named_entity

where t_news_video.id = t_named_entity.video_id and

t_news_video_segment.id = t_named_entity.video_segment_id and

named_entity_type = ‘PERSON’ and named_entity in

(select name from t_person_alias

where person_id in (select person_id from t_person_alias

where name = ‘SARKOZY’)))

intersect

--To cover the videos including the specified event with

--at least the specified confidence.

select file_path, broadcast_date, duration_in_seconds,

video_segment_id, start_second

from t_news_video, t_news_video_segment, t_segment_event_noisy

where t_news_video.id = t_news_video_segment.video_id and

t_news_video_segment.id = t_segment_event_noisy.segment_id

and event = ‘STATEMENT’ and confidence >= 0.1;
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